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Abstract
Effects of Two Methods of Recall Enhancement
on Child and Adult Eyewitness Testimony
This study examined the relative effectiveness of two recallenhancement procedures designed to increase the competeness
accuracy of eyewitness testimony,
use of Visual Props.

the Cognitive Interview and the

Sixty-four subjects

subjects and 32 7-10 year-olds)
simulated crime situations.

and

(32 college-age

viewed two separate videotapes of

After 48 hours,

interviewed in two separate trials,

subjects were

first with a baseline minimal

prompting procedure and second with one of the two training
interviews.
recall,

In both situations,

cued recall

accuracy was tested via free

(structured questionnaire),

(photographic line-up)

formats.

and recognition

Results indicate that both free

and cued recall were significantly improved following training
for children and adults, without a concomitant increase in errors
of commission.

Recognition was not significantly improved

following training for either age group.

In addition,

a

significant age and training method interaction was found.
Adult's performance on the free recall task was significantly
better following Visual Props training rather than training with
the Cognitive Interview.

No one training method was superior in

terms of improving cued recall and recognition for adults.
children,
format.

With

no one training method proved superior in any recall
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Effects of Two Methods of Recall Enhancement
on Child and Adult Eyewitness Testimony
Increasingly,
legal system,
& Toglia,

children are coming into contact with the

both as witnesses and victims of crime

1987; Goodman,

1984a).

(Ceci, Ross,

The current focus on protecting

children from abuse and the increasing tendency to prosecute such
crimes has heightened concern regarding the competency of child
witnesses to testify

(Goodman,

1984a).

In 1895, the prevailing

standard was set down in Wheeler v. United States,

in which the

court held that a 5-year-old son of a murder victim was qualified
to testify as a witness.

In most jurisdictions,

grounds for refusing to permit a child to testify
Stafford,

1962).

age alone is not
(Melton,

1981;

Most courts will consider the age of the child

when making competency decisions,
across jurisdictions,

and although the age varies

children over the age of 14 years are

generally considered competent to testify.

Most state courts

have held that 4 years of age is the absolute minimum at which a
child will be considered competent to testify,

but children as

young as 3 years of age have been found competent

(Goodman,

1984b).
The Wheeler decision allowed the courts to determine
competency based on the child's ability to differentiate truth
from falsehood,

to comprehend the duty to tell the truth,

understand the consequences of not fulfilling this duty,
than on the child's age

(Melton, Petrila,

Poythress,

and to
rather

& Slobogin,

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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1987).

In addition to these requirements, Wheeler stated that

the child must possess certain cognitive capabilities in order to
be found competent to testify,

including the mental capacity at

the time of the occurrence to observe and register the event
accurately,

the memory sufficient to retain an uncoached

recollection of the event, and the ability to communicate the
particulars of the event

(Melton et al.,

1987).

While much of the current research has focused on the
competancy and the potential limitations of children when
testifying

(see Cole & Loftus,

1987, and Goodman & Hahn,

1987,

for complete r e v i e w s ) , other research has emphasized the
development of techniques designed to improve the accuracy of
testimony.

Several of these techniques will now be discussed.

Hypnosis
Perhaps the most widely used technique for eyewitness recall
enhancement is the hypnosis interview.

Although specific

procedures vary, hypnosis is generally achieved via a set of
instructions to the subject prior to the interview.
is told to relax,

to focus concentration,

context of the event to be remembered.

The subject

and to think about the

The interviewer also

suggests to the subject that he or she will be able to remember
more details of the event while hypnotized than while in a waking
state

(Smith,

1983).

Despite its popularity, hypnosis is not recognized as a
valid technique in a court of law (Geiselman,

Fisher, MacKinnon,

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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& Holland,

1985).

Two reasons for this hesitation to accept

hypnosis are the legal difficulties surrounding the technique and
the methodological problems inherent in many studies of
successful hypnosis.
Several legal difficulties limit the use of hypnosis in a
court of law,

including the potential for fabrication and the

increased susceptibility to suggestion.

Researchers have found

that hypnotized subjects may introduce fabrications into their
reports of an incident and exhibit increased error rates
(Diamond,

1980; Orne,

1979).

In addition,

hypnotized subjects

are often more susceptible to leading questions
Sanders & Simmons,

1983; Zelig & Beidleman,

(Putnam,

1981).

1979;

A further

danger is that these hypnotized subjects will incorporate the
leading suggestions into their later recall of the events
(Diamond,

1980; Smith,

1983, Timm,

1983).

The methodological problems with hypnosis studies include an
overreliance on case studies and a lack of standardization of
hypnosis procedures.

First, many of the examples of successful

use of hypnosis are derived from case reports.
suffer from two major methodological flaws,

Such reports

including no

objective verification of the information obtained under hypnosis
and the lack of a control sample

(Smith,

1983).

Second,

few

studies describe either the instructions given to the subjects or
the person conducting the interview.

The lack of standardized

hypnosis instructions and the possibility of varying degrees of

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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expertise among the interviewers renders conclusions suspect.
Rather than the hypnotic state itself,

enhanced recall while

hypnotized may be due to several other factors.

First,

the

relaxed atmosphere and increased concentration of the witness
while under hypnosis may decrease tension levels and enhance
recall

(Timm,

1983).

Second, hypnosis is typically only used

after multiple attempts to interview the subject in a waking
state.

Research has shown that recall increases with the number

of recall attempts, with or without hypnosis
Third,

(cf. Smith,

1983).

subjects are generally instructed to think about the

details of the crime scene prior to attempting to recall the
crime events.

It may be that using environmental and emotional

cues to reinstate the original context of the scene is
responsible for the enhanced recall
Fourth,

(Smith,

1983; Timm,

1983).

subjects are generally instructed to lower their response

inhibitions during hypnosis and to decrease their critical
judgment of their answers
told to guess answers,

(Smith,

1983).

While not

subjects are strongly encouraged to

respond with any information,
or not.

1983; Timm,

whether they think it is important

Such a lowering of s ub je c ts ’ criteria for responding may

allow previously unacceptable weak or vague recollections to be
reported

(DePiano & Salzberg,

1981; Orne,

1979; Smith,

1983).

Finally,

only certain people are susceptible to being hypnotized,

although the specific characteristics of this group are unclear.
It may be that susceptible people differ from nonhypnotizable

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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people in important ways, and that enhanced recall is due to
these individual differences rather than the hypnotic procedure
(Smith,

1983) .

Due to the problems inherent in the use of hypnosis and the
legal limitations placed on it, other methods have been developed
to enhance the recall of witnesses and victims of crime.

The

possible explanatory factors just discussed figure prominently in
these other methods of recall enhancement.
Context Reinstatement
Several studies suggest that providing information about the
context in which the situation occurred can improve the accuracy
and amount of information recalled
Smith,

1979).

(Malpass & Devine,

1981;

In standard verbal-learning tasks, several

researchers have found that the number of words recalled is
significantly improved when learning and test environments are
similar

(Smith,

1979; Smith, Glenberg,

& Bjork,

1978).

Smith

(1979) also demonstrated that the same physical environment need
not be present for recall to be enhanced.

Smith found that when

subjects are instructed to remember the environment in which the
word lists were presented,

recall is facilitated as much as if

they had been returned to the original environment.
Although the previous studies employed traditional verballearning tasks
Devine

(1981)

(lists of words to be recalled),

Malpass and

employed a more ecologically valid situation.

authors had 72 adult witnesses view a staged live act of

The
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vandalism.

After a delay of up to 5 months, these witnesses were

asked to identify the perpetrator from a photographic line-up.
Half of the subjects received a procedure called a guided memory
interview, whereby the context of the original event was
reinstated via instructions to focus on the event environment and
the feelings experienced at the time of the event; the other half
of the subjects received no instructions.

The authors found a

significant difference between the context reinstatement group
and the control group,

in that the context reinstatement group

was 2 0% more accurate when identifying the perpetrator than the
subjects who did not receive the guided memory procedure.
Criteria Shift
Malpass and Devine

(1980) have distinguished between the

strength of a memory and the witnesses' decision criteria for
deciding whether or not to report this memory.

The authors

suggest that the particular criteria a witness adopts depends
upon the consequences associated with a response.

For example,

if the witness is encouraged to respond with any information,

no

matter how seemingly insignificant, then the consequences for
attempting a guess may be rewarding and the person's decision
criteria are lowered

(Smith,

1983).

Unfortunately,

little

experimental evidence is currently available to substantiate the
efficacy of a criteria shift for enhancing recall
Geiselman,

Fisher, MacKinnon,

of hypnosis,

Buckhout,

& Holland,

1986).

Eugenio, Licitra, Oliver,

(but see
In their study
and Kramer

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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(1981) provide indirect evidence for the willingness to guess
when decision criteria are lowered.

The authors found that,

although not a single witness was able to correctly identify the
shirt color of a previously seen perpetrator,

90% of the

hypnotized subjects and only 20% of the control group attempted
to guess the color.
Presentation Order Shift
Whitten and Leonard

(1981)

search on recall performance.

examined the order of memory
They studied 161 undergraduates,

asking each subject to recall the names of one teacher from each
of 12 years of school.
conditions:

Subjects were tested in one of three

(a) forward-search condition,

progressed from 1st to 12th grade;

in which recall

(b) backward-search condition,

in which recall began at 12th grade and moved backward to the 1st
grade; and

(c) random-search condition,

determined by shuffling 12 test cards.

in which recall order was
The authors found that

the backward search produced a significantly decreased failure
rate

(inability to remember names)

of 9.1%, while forward and

random searches were not significantly different from each other,
with failure rates of 29.8% and 33.3%,

respectively.

The results

of this study imply that the typical forward-order questioning of
standard interviews may not be optimal in enhancing recall.
Perspective Shift
Anderson and Pichert

(1978)

studied 39 undergraduates in an

experiment designed to determine whether altering the perspective

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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of the observer would facilitate recall of the observed
situation.

All subjects read a story describing in detail a home

and its furnishings; they were then instructed to recall the
story twice,

once from the perspective of a homebuyer and once

from that of a burglar,

with a control group maintaining the same

perspective throughout both recall attempts.

The authors found

that the subjects with the burglar perspective recalled more
information important to burglars

(e.g.,

location of stereo and

m o n e y ) , whereas those with the homebuyer perspective recalled
more information important to homebuyers.

Furthermore,

the

authors found that those subjects who changed perspective
recalled an additional 7.1% information on the second attempt
than did the control subjects.

Although all subjects reported

more details during the second recall attempt,

there was a

significant increase in the information important to the new
perspective but no increase in information important to the first
perspective taken by each subject.

The results of this study

imply that changing perspectives facilitates the recall of
additional information.
Cognitive Interview
Four of the preceding procedures
criteria shift,

(context reinstatement,

presentation order shift,

and perspective shift)

are incorporated into the Cognitive Interview

(Fisher,

Raymond,

1984; Geiselman et

al.,

& Jurkevich,

1985; Geiselman,

1987; Geiselman et al.,
Fisher, Cohen,

Surtes,

& Holland,

Geiselman,

1986;

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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Geiselman,

Fisher, MacKinnon,

& Holland,

1986).

The procedure

provides a set of instructions concerning the four major
components to be read to the subject prior to the recall task, as
well as a set of mnemonic techniques to be introduced to the
subject throughout the task in an effort to elicit specific items
of information.

In addition,

interviewers are encouraged to ask

for open-ended responses before introducing detailed,
questions.

specific

The purposes of the Cognitive Interview are two-fold:

to provide a series of ecologically valid interview techniques
based on experimentally-derived verbal-learning paradigms and to
avoid the legal and practical problems of hypnotic techniques.
In a series of six studies, Geiselman and colleagues have
evaluated the effectiveness of the Cognitive Interview
Geiselman & Fisher,
1984)

1989).

The first study

(cf.

(Geiselman et al.,

had 16 undergraduate students view a staged live verbal

exchange between the experimenters and two confederates,
approximately 15-20 seconds.

After a 48-hour delay,

was randomly assigned to one of two conditions,

lasting

each subject

a cognitive

interview or a standard interview condition without the addition
of the cognitive techniques.

The authors found that the subjects

who received the Cognitive Interview produced significantly more
correct information during both free recall and objective
questioning than the subjects who received the standard
interview.

In addition, the Cognitive Interview produced no more

incorrect information than the standard interview.

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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In order to determine the relative effectiveness of the
original Cognitive Interview, Geiselman and colleagues

(1985)

next compared the procedure to both a standard police interview
and a hypnosis interview.

Eighty-nine undergraduate subjects

viewed one of four films used to train police recruits in the Los
Angeles Police Department; each film contained a crime situation
lasting 4 minutes.

Approximately 48 hours after viewing one of

the films, subjects were assigned to one of the three interview
conditions.

The authors found that the Cognitive Interview and

the hypnosis interview were equally effective, with either one
producing 35% more information than the standard interview in
both the free and cued recall tasks.

Furthermore,

neither the

hypnosis nor the Cognitive Interview procedures produced a
significant increase in incorrect information about the film.
The third study (Geiselman, Fisher, MacKinnon,

& Holland,

1986) was designed to test the generalizability of the
effectiveness of the Cognitive Interview with a nonstudent
population.

Fifty-one adult subjects not in college were

recruited for the study which employed a methodology similar to
the previous experiments.

All subjects viewed a film depicting a

violent crime and were questioned about the film following a 48hour delay.

The results indicated that there was a significant

increase in both free and cued recall of over 17% with the
Cognitive Interview, with no differences in the number of
incorrect items generated.

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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In a fourth experiment, the effectiveness of the different
components of the original Cognitive Interview was examined
(Geiselman,

Fisher, MacKinnon,

& Holland,

undergraduate students were compared:
Cognitive Interview,

1986) .

Four groups of

a group receiving the full

one receiving instructions to reinstate the

context, one receiving instructions to lower decision criteria,
and a fourth group receiving the standard interview instructions
with no cognitive components.

Each subject viewed one of the

four films employed in the earlier studies and were tested in a
free recall format approximately 5 minutes after viewing the
film.

The results indicated that significantly more correct

items of information were recalled with the full Cognitive
Interview,

although the two component instructions improved

recall over no instructions at all.

In addition,

the three

cognitive instruction conditions did not signficantly differ on
the number of incorrect items generated,

although all three

produced slightly lower numbers than the control condition.
Based on these results, the authors concluded that the full
Cognitive Interview is more effective than component techniques
alone.
The fifth study examined subjects* resistance to leading
questions when employing the Cognitive Interview (Geiselman,
Fisher, Cohen, Surtes,

& Holland,

1986). Forty-two undergraduate

students witnessed a staged live crime event in the classroom.
After 48 hours,

subjects were randomly assigned to either the

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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Cognitive or standard interview condition, with half of the
subjects in each condition receiving two leading questions during
the interview.

The results indicated that the Cognitive

Interview actually reduced the subjects'
leading questions,

susceptibility to

as significantly fewer subjects interviewed

with this technique responded in the suggested direction

(49% and

60% in the Cognitive and standard interview conditions,
respectively).
Although primarily employed with adults, the effectiveness
of the Cognitive Interview with children has been examined in one
study (Geiselman & Padilla,

1988).

The subjects were 15

children, aged 7- to 12-years-old.
with adults,

As in previous experiments

the children viewed one of the four police training

films and then were randomly assigned to either the standard or
Cognitive Interview condition after a 48-hour delay.

The authors

found that the Cognitive Interview produced significantly more
correct items of information about the films than the standard
interview (21% increase), with the number of incorrect items
equivalent in the two groups.

Although the increase in recall

was not as great with children as with adults, the authors
concluded that the Cognitive Interview is an effective technique
in enhancing the recall of children.
In summary, the Cognitive Interview has been found effective
in enhancing the free and cued recall of adult populations with
both filmed and live situations.

In addition, this technique may

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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enhance resistance to suggestive or leading questions.
Furthermore,

by combining several empirically-tested recall-

enhancment techniques,

the Cognitive Interview is more effective

than any one procedure alone.

Finally, the Cognitive Interview

has been found to be as successful at enhancing recall as
hypnosis without the legal difficulties and methodological flaws.
Visual Props
The use of visual props has been employed primarily with
children rather than adults,

due to research showing that

children have difficulty reporting events on a purely verbal
basis without the use of concrete props

(Goodman,

1984c).

Techniques which utilize visual props may maximize children's
potential to provide testimony by helping them to reinstate the
context of the event.

Three studies have examined the

effectiveness of visual props and verbal instructions
1984; Saywitz & Lamphear,

1989; Saywitz,

Snyder,

(Price,

& Lamphear,

1990).
In a study by Price

(as cited in Goodman,

year-old children were examined.
sequence of novel play events,
of questions about the events.

1 9 84 c) , 4-and 5-

After participating in a

the subjects were asked a series
When subjects were provided with

a small model of the playroom in which the events had occurred
and miniature props of relevant items, the 4- and 5-year-olds
were able to recall 19 of the 21 details involved in the events.
Although the performance of the 5-year-old children remained

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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fairly consistent even after the props were removed

(18/21

d e t a i l s ) , the performance of the 4 -year-olds dropped
significantly

(2.5/21 details).

The author further reported that

none of the children's reports of the events contained elements
of fantasy or confabulation,

despite the use of props which may

stimulate the imagination.
Saywitz and colleagues
al.,

1990)

(Saywitz & Lamphear,

1989; Saywitz et

recently investigated a series of procedures for use

with children that incorporate verbal and visual props.
goals of these procedures are as follows:
in children,

The

to enhance retrieval

thereby increasing the accuracy and completeness of

free recall; to aid children in resisting suggestive questions
from adults; to improve monitoring of comprehension failure in
the verbal exchange with adults; and to reduce anxiety during
interviews and testimony.
that pictorial cues,

The procedures are based on findings

category information, and recall strategies

aid retrieval in children
Saywitz and Lamphear

(Kobasigawa,

1974).

(1989) developed a set of three

procedures to enhance the recall of children.

The first

procedure involves drawings of certain categories of events,
including the setting of an event, participants,
consequences,

actions,

and internal responses of participants.

The

drawings are very general in order to be useful across different
situations and to avoid introducing bias into the children's
reports.

The intervention consists of training children how to

Effects of Recall Enhancement Methods
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use these cards to report on the various components of an event.
Second, because it is believed that children may not realize what
information is expected from them, they are taught the categories
of information and the level of detail they would be expected to
provide in a legal setting.

Finally,

children are taught a

series of recall strategies, similar to the instructions given to
subjects with the cognitive interview.

Children are told to be

complete and accurate, to report any instance of novelty, and to
report the beginning,
Furthermore,

the middle,

and the end of each event.

they are taught to monitor uncertainty and admit

that they cannot remember, rather than guessing.
training of these three procedures,

Throughout the

subjects are given

opportunities to practice using the cards and the recall
strategies,

as well as given constant feedback on their progress.

In the first study examining the effectiveness of these
procedures,

Saywitz and Lamphear

the 1st and 3rd grades.

(1989) recruited 72 children in

Each student viewed a staged live

interaction between two teachers in their classroom.
week delay,

After a 2-

students were randomly assigned to one of three

interview conditions:

complete training consisting of pictorial

cues and verbal instructions,

training with only the pictorial

cues, and a control group with no training or visual props.

All

children were interviewed individually with a free recall task
and then a series of objective questions.

The results indicated

that the complete training group recalled significantly more
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accurate information about the interaction than either of the
other two groups;

in addition,

no increase in the error rate for

the training group was found.
In a second study of the effectiveness of props,
al.

(1990)

Saywitz et

elaborated the basic procedures to examine resistance

to leading questions.
described earlier,

In addition to the training procedures

subjects heard a story about a child who goes

along with other's suggestions even when the character knows they
are not correct; the children then discussed the story and their
feelings about it.

Next,

subjects watched a videotape and were

asked a series of leading and objective questions about the film;
they were then provided with explicit feedback on their answers
and modeling of appropriate answers by the trainers.
study,

For the

55 7-year-old children participated in a 30-minute

classroom interaction performed by actors posing as student
teachers.

Two weeks later, the children participated in either

the training or a control session.

The results indicted that the

training group was significantly better than the control group at
resisting suggestions, with a 26% reduction in error rate on
leading questions.
Purpose
With the exception of recent work by Saywitz and colleagues
(Saywitz & Lamphear,

1989; Saywitz et al.,

1990),

few researchers

have attempted to enhance the recall of children, despite the
plethora of literature emphasizing the potential distortions in
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child testimony and the consensus of the courts that children's
statements are suspect.

Future research must concentrate more on

improving the accuracy of children rather than focusing
exclusively on adults.

In addition,

future research must

participate actively in enhancing child recall, rather than
passively recording child limitations

(Dunning,

1989).

The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness
of two recall-enhancement procedures

(Geiselman's Cognitive

Interview and the Visual Props procedure of Saywitz)
accuracy of eyewitness testimony.

on the

The first hypothesis of

interest for the present study was that any training at all will
significantly enhance recall accuracy for both children and
adults.

A second hypothesis concerned the interaction of

training method with age.

Although both procedures have been

empirically tested in previous studies,

the relative

effectiveness of the two methods with children and adults has not
yet been studied.

Specifically,

the author proposed that

children will demonstrate significantly enhanced recall following
training with the Visual Props technique compared to training
with the Cognitive Interview.

Adults,

on the other hand, were

predicted to perform equally well with either training method.
Method
Subjects
A total of 69 subjects participated in this study.

However,

five subjects were eliminated from the final results due to their
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familiarity with one of the confederates in the study.

The

subjects were divided into two equal groups based upon age.

The

first group consisted of 32 adults, with a mean age of 20.69
years

(SD = 1.23).

All adults were currently enrolled full-time

in college, ranging from first year to fourth year students.
College students were employed in order to replicate previous
findings concerning the Cognitive Interview (Geiselman et al.,
1985).

The second group consisted of 32

children from

kindergarten through fourth-grade classes, with a mean age of
8.19 years

(SD = 1.06).

Young children were employed in this

study because it is this age range that is frequently cited as
giving inaccurate or questionable testimony.
of the subjects were male and 16 were female.

In each group,

16

College students

were recruited from psychology classes and were offered extra
credit for their participation, while children were recruited
from the community and were paid $10 for their participation in
the s t u d y .
Materials
Two separate stimulus videotapes were shown to each subject
Both videotapes were made by the authors and contained simulated
crime scenes

(See Appendix A for a written transcript of each

v ideotape).

Each tape contained one vignette of an attempted

robbery lasting approximately 2 to 3 minutes.

The videotapes

were comparable in terms of general content, resolution of the
conflict, number of actors, and gender of the perpetrator,
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victim,

and witness.

Each videotape was coded by two raters to provide a template
of important details within each crime vignette

(See Appendix B ) .

Each template contained information concerning each vignette in
five categories:
conversation.

persons,

objects,

location,

events,

and

The persons category contained information

concerning the physical appearance of the perpetrator and the
gender of the victim and the witness.

Information concerning the

appearance of the item that the perpetrator attempted to steal
was contained in the objects category.

The location category

contained information concerning the immediate surroundings where
the attempted robbery took place.

The events category contained

the exact sequence of events shown in the videotape.

Finally,

the words spoken by the actors were coded in the conversation
category.

When the five categories were added,

a total of 39

important details within each simulated crime vignette were
coded.
In addition to the two stimulus videotapes of crime
vignettes,

two short videotaped segments of social interactions

were shown only to the subjects participating in the Visual Props
training group.

These segments lasted only 1 minute each and

were obtained from television programs

(See Appendix C for a

review of the contents of each s e g me nt ).
All videotapes were shown to each subject on a standard
videocassette recorder and television monitor.

The subject was
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seated at eye level with the television monitor and was
approximately 4 feet away from the monitor.

Each subject's free

recall of the stimulus videotapes was recorded on audiotape
cassettes via a standard audiotape recorder.
A structured questionnaire concerning the details contained
in the stimulus videotapes was presented to each subject
Appendix D ) .

(See

The questionnaire contained 11 multiple choice

questions and four short-answer questions.
read to the subject by the examiner.

All questions were

Answers to multiple choice

questions were circled on the questionnaire form, while responses
to short-answer questions were recorded verbatim.
For each stimulus videotape,

five different photographs of

possible perpetrators were shown to each subject.

Photographs

were taken by one of the authors and an assistant with a 35
millimeter camera.

Photographs measured 4 inches by 5 inches and

were laminated with clear plastic sheeting.

Potential

perpetrators photographed for the line-up were matched in terms
of age, hair color,

and general body shape.

In addition,

the

background and lighting were similar for all photographs.

All

photographs were taken from a distance of approximately 4 feet
and showed the potential perpetrator from the chest level to the
head.
Design and Procedure
A mixed design was employed [ A x B x

(C x S ) ].

subjects design of this study was a 2x2 factorial.

The betweenThe two
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factors consisted of age of subject
training employed

(child or adult)

and type of

(Cognitive Interview or Visual Props traini ng ).

The within-subject factor compared each subject's recall accuracy
during two trials

(prior to and following recal1-enhancement

training with one of the two types of interviews).
Each subject participated in two laboratory sessions
Appendix E ) .
hours apart

(See

The two sessions were conducted approximately 48
(M = 47.88,

SD = 1.78).

The mean time difference

between the two sessions for adults was 47.88 hours

(SD = 2.21).

Similarly, the mean time difference for children was 47.88 hours
(SD = 1.24).
In the first session,

a subject was randomly assigned to one

of the two recall-enhancement training groups, either the
Cognitive Interview or the Visual Props technique.
group was comprised of 32 subjects

Each training

(16 adults and 16 children).

Males and females were equally divided among the two training
groups.

Therefore,

the Cognitive Interview training group was

comprised of 16 males and 16 females, with 8 children and 8
adults of each gender.

The composisition of the Visual Props

training group was the same as the Cognitive Interview group in
total numbers of males and females in each age group.
In the first session,
obtained (See Appendix F ) .

consent and assent

(for children)

were

Next, the subject viewed both

stimulus videotapes of simulated crime vignettes.

In between

viewing of the two tapes, the subject was administered the Digit
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Span subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised
(WAIS-R).

The

after 48 hours
In the
The subject

subject was then asked to return to the

laboratory

to complete the second session.

second session, the two recall trials were conducted.
was interviewed two separate times concerning the

details contained in the two stimulus videotapes.
interviews consisted of three main sections:
recall of the details,
questionnaire,

answers to the

Both

the subject's free

questions on the

structured

and a recognition test employing a photographic

line-up of five possible perpetrators.

The first part of each

interview consisted of a free recall phase.
subjects were asked to provide,

During this phase,

in their own words, as many

details as possible concerning the stimulus videotape.

This

portion of each interview was audiotaped and then transcribed
verbatim by

one of the authors.

free recall

was compared to the template for each stimulus

videotape described earlier

The transcript of each subject's

(See Appendix G for the coding

manual).
Following the free recall portion,

subjects were

administered the structured questionnaire described earlier.

In

the final phase of each interview, a photographic line-up was
presented to each subject.

Five pictures of possible

perpetrators were laid down in a single row in front of each
subject.

For each administration of the line-up, the photo array

was randomized.

Subjects were asked to identify the perpetrator
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by pointing at his picture.

Next,

subjects were asked to

identify the level of confidence that the photograph chosen was
of the perpetrator portrayed in the videotape.

A scale was

presented verbally to each subject in which 0 indicated no
confidence in the choice of photographs and 10 indicated complete
conf i d e n c e .
For the first interview or trial, all subjects participated
in a standard interview or minimal prompting condition.
condition,

In this

few instructions or prompts were given to the subject,

with the exception of reminding the subject to tell as muc h as
he/she could remember about the videotape.
prompting interview,

Following the minimal

subjects participated in the second trial

and were administered one of the two training conditions:
Cognitive Interview or Visual Props Interview.

Both of these

training interviews provided the subject with many prompts and
strategies to aid in recall of important details
H and I for instructions,

(See Appendices

and Appendix J and Figure 1 for

handouts and prompts to the subj ec t) .

The same structured

questionnaire was employed in both types of interview conditions.
In addition,

the photographic recognition test was identical in

format in both types of conditions; however, different
photographs were employed in each interview condition.
To control for order effects,

the presentation order and the

interview order of the two stimulus videotapes was
counterbalanced.

Therefore,

four different ordering sequences of
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the videotapes were possible for the presentation and interview
sessions

(See Appendix K ) .

For example, the first sequence

presented Tape A followed by Tape B in the first session.

In the

second session, the subject was questioned concerning Tape A with
the standard interview and Tape B with one of the training
interviews.

With 64 subjects total, each possible order sequence

was administered 16 times

(8 times in each age g r o u p ) .
Results

Digit Span Scores
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for the
Total Digit Span scores for both age groups.
training group)

A 2x2 anova

(age by

yielded a significant main effect of age,

F(l, 60) = 53.29, pc.Ol, with adults scoring significantly higher
than children.

The significant age effect suggests that adults

have better attention and concentration abilities,
short-term memory skills, than children.

as well as

There was not a

significant main effect of training, with both training groups
achieving a mean total digit span score of 12.22.

Finally, the

interaction between age and training group was not significant.

Insert Table 1 about here

Inter-rater Reliability
Each subject's free recall was audiotaped and then
transcribed verbatim by one of the authors.

The written
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protocols were then compared to the template of correct details
for each stimulus videotape.

Each subject generated two scores

of total correct details stated during free recall,
stimulus videotape.

one for each

Two independent evaluators rated 28

protocols by using the templates.

The resulting scores of total

correct details obtained from each rater were then compared in
order to determine inter-rater reliability.
between the two raters was found

(r = .98),

A high agreement
indicating that the

raters agreed as to the content of the subject's free recall.
Dependent Variables
Four dependent variables were measured in this study:

(a)

the number of details contained in the videotaped crime scenarios
correctly recalled during the free recall phase;

(b) the number

of details recalled incorrectly during the free recall phase

(the

errors of c om mi s si on ); (c) the number of questions answered
correctly on the structured questionnaire; and

(d) correct photo

recognition of the perpetrator.
Subjects from each age group were randomly assigned to
either the Cognitive Interview or Visual Props training groups.
As can be seen in the tables and the statistics presented in the
following sections,

subjects assigned to the two groups were not

significantly different at baseline.
Free r e c a l l .

Table 2 presents the means and standard

deviations for the number of details correctly recalled during
the free recall phase for both the Cognitive Interview and Visual
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Props conditions.

Insert Table 2 about here

A 2x2x2 anova yielded three significant main effects
Table 3).

First,

there is a significant main effect of age, with

more correct details recalled by adults
(M = 13.86).

(See

Second,

(M = 21.97)

than children

there is a significant main effect of

trials, with more correct details recalled following training
with one of the two training interviews

(M = 19.35)

than during

the baseline trial with the minimal prompting interview
16.48).

Third,

(M =

there is a significant main effect of training

interview type, with more correct details recalled by the group
receiving training with the Visual Props interview
than with the Cognitive Interview

(M = 18.79)

(M = 17.02).

Insert Table 3 about here

Of the three two-way interactions,
age and trial was not significant,
between age and type of interview.

the interaction between

nor was the interaction
The 2x2x2 anova revealed that

only the interaction between trials and training interview type
was significant.

Further analyses of simple effects revealed

that this interaction is significant only with adults,
14.13, pc.001,

not with children.

F(l,

55) =
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The 2x2x2 anova revealed a significant triple interaction
between age, trials,
2).

and type of training interview (See Figure

With children, the number of correct details recalled was

significantly greater following training
the baseline trial
However,

(M = 12.42), F(l,

(M = 15.29)

than during

55) = 20.15, p<.001.

neither training interview produced significantly more

correct details than the other.

Insert Figure 2 about here

The 2x2x2 anova revealed that adults correctly recalled
significantly more details following training
during baseline

(M = 20.53),

F(l,

(M = 23.41)

55) = 20.61, p<.001.

than

Further

analyses of simple effects revealed that only the group receiving
the Visual Props training interview significantly increased the
number of correct details recalled following training

(M = 25.38)

over baseline

The group

(M = 20.06),

F(l,

55) = 37.66, pc.OOl.

receiving the Cognitive Interview did not recall significantly
more details following training than during baseline.

In

addition, the group of adults receiving the Visual Props
interview recalled significantly more correct details following
training

(M = 25.38)

Cognitive Interview

than the group of adults receiving the
(M = 21.44),

Errors of c o mm is si on .

F(l, 55) = 9.09, pc.01.

Table 4 presents the means and

standard deviations for the number of details incorrectly
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recalled during the free recall phase for both the Cognitive
Interview and Visual Props conditions.

Insert Table 4 about here

A 2x2x2 anova

(See Table 5) yielded a significant main

effect of age, with more errors of commission made by adults
1.05) than children
not significant,

(M = 0.65).

(M =

The main effect of trials was

suggesting that training with the recall

enhancement techniques did not increase the errors of commission
over the baseline rate.

Finally, the main effect of training

interview type was not significant,

suggesting that the two

groups receiving training with the Cognitive Interview and the
Visual Props interview made a similar number of errors of
commission.
significant.

None of the three two-way interactions were
In addition, the triple interaction was not

significant.

Insert Table 5 about here

Structured questionnaire.

Table 6 presents the means and

standard deviations for the number of questions answered
correctly on the structured questionnaire for both the Cognitive
Interview and Visual Props conditions.
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Insert Table 6 about here

A 2x2x2 anova yielded two significant main effects
Table 7).

First, there is a significant main effect of age, with

more questions answered correctly by adults
children

(See

(M = 6.62).

(M = 8.19)

than

Second, there is a significant main effect

of trials, with more questions answered correctly following
training with one of the two training interviews

(M = 7.69) than

during the baseline trial with the minimal prompting interview
(M = 7.12).

The main effect of training interview type was not

significant,

suggesting that the two groups receiving training

with the Cognitive Interview and the Visual Props interview
correctly answered the same number of questions.
three two-way interactions were significant.

None of the

In addition,

the

triple interaction was not significant.

Insert Table 7 about here

Photo recognition.

Table 8 presents the percentage of

subjects who correctly identified the perpetrator from a
photographic line-up for both the Cognitive Interview and Visual
Props conditions.
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Insert Table 8 about here

A 2x2x2 anova yielded a significant main effect of age
Table 9), with significantly more adults

(84.4%)

(See

correctly

identifying the perpetrator from a photographic line-up than
children

(60.95%).

significant,

The main effect of trials was not

suggesting that subjects were not better able to

correctly identify the perpetrator following training.
addition,

In

the main effect of training interview type was not

significant.

Insert Table 9 about here

None of the three two-way interactions were significant.
The triple interaction was significant
adults,

(See Figure 3).

With

there was no significant difference between the

percentage of subjects correctly identifying the perpetrator
following training

(81.3%) than during baseline

F (1, 60) = 2.26, p>.10.

With children,

(87.5%),

there was a significant

difference between the percentage of subjects correctly
identifying the perpetrator following training
during baseline

(68.8%),

F(l.

(53.1%)

60) = 5.89, p <.05.

than

Further

analyses revealed that training with the Cognitive Interview had
no reliable effect on children's photo recognition,
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F (1, 60) = 1.31, £>-1°/

with 50% correctly identifying the

perpetrator during baseline and 69% following training.

However,

the Visual Props training actually decreased children's correct
photo recognition,

F{1,

60) = 11.78, p<.01,

with 88% correctly

identifying the perpetrator during baseline and only 38%
following training.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Discussion
Behavioral Formulation of Study Methods and Results
Throughout this paper, the term "memory" has been avoided
and the term "recall" has been substituted.
viewpoint,

From a behavioral

recall is a behavior or an activity that is subject to

controlling variables and which is able to be studied.
on the other hand,

is a term used to describe a storage area,

presumably in our brains,
to study.
From

Memory,

that is unobservable and not amenable

As stated succinctly by Palmer
(a behavioral)

(1991):

perspective, there is no such thing as

"memory" as a thing to be studied.

(A behaviorist)

can

study the behavior we engage in when we "try to remember"
something,

and the behavior said to show that we did in fact

remember something,

and he can study the behavior of

subjects in memory experiments; but there appears to be no
reason to distinguish such behavior from any other behavior
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of the individual.

In short, the behaviorist can study, not

a state or structure,
remembering.

but an activity; not memory,

but

(p. 2 64) .

From a behavioral viewpoint, the accuracy of the behavior
exhibited by the subject under a controlled set of variables was
examined.

Two separate experimental interviews were administered

to each subject,
individual.

each providing a set of cues or prompts to the

Both interview formats may be conceptualized as

discrimination training exercises,

in which the subject is taught

to relate the important details contained in a crime scenario.
In the Cognitive Interview, discrimination training employed a
series of questions or instructions which primarily prompted the
individual to reinstate the context surrounding the crime
scenario.

In the Visual Props technique, discrimination training

employed modeling,

behavioral rehearsal,

and corrective feedback.

In addition, visual cues in the form of picture cards were
employed which served to place recall under stimulus control.
Regardless of the interview method employed,

the dependent

variable was recall performance, which does not require
hypothesizing a "memory storehouse" where details concerning the
crime scenarios were placed until prompted by the experimenter.
By using a variety of methods to prompt the subject to reinstate
the context of the scenarios,

stimulus control functioned to

elicit accurate recall performance.

As stated by Palmer

(1991),

"It is not the memory of the earlier experience but the stimulus
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control of behavior that has endured."

(p. 265).

Effectiveness of Recall Enhancement Techniques
The results of this study illustrate that both the Cognitive
Interview and the Visual Props technique hold some promise as
methods of enhancing eyewitness recall.

With both children and

adults, two of the four variables examined in this study showed
improvement following training with one of the recall techniques
over that obtained with the minimal prompting interview.

Both

the number of correct details stated during free recall and the
number of structured questions answered correctly significantly
increased following training.
In addition, the number of errors of commission did not
increase following training,
raise the error rate.

indicating that training does not

Therefore, employing these techniques in

courtroom situations would be likely to raise the accuracy of the
witness without concomitantly raising the error rate.

Although

adults did make more errors of commission than children overall,
this rate did not rise following training.

It is likely that

more errors were made by adults due to the amount of information
provided during free recall by this age group.

Several

researchers have found that the amount of information increases
steadily with age, possibly due to increased experience with
recall tasks over time

(Goodman & Reed,

Guth,

The increased amount of information

& Kovac,

1979).

1986; Marin, Holmes,

provides more opportunities for errors of commission.

In
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addition, researchers have found that children are much more
likely to make errors of omission, simply not reporting many
details, than errors of commission
& Reed,

(Cole & Loftus,

1987; Goodman

1986).

In contrast to the promising findings concerning the first
three dependent variables examined in the present study, the
ability to correctly identify the perpetrator from a photographic
line-up did not show significant improvement following training.
There are two possible explanations for this finding.

First,

research shows that witnesses who first see a line-up in which
the suspect is not present and do not identify a suspect will be
more accurate when they see a line-up with the suspect present
(cf. Loftus,

1993).

Therefore,

employing both a suspect-absent

and a suspect-present line-up will improve recognition ability.
The current study employed only a suspect-present line-up,
although the subject was not informed that the suspect was
present.

By not employing both types of line-up formats, recall

enhancement attempts may not be as effective.

Second,

it is

likely that there were some differences between subjects in
recognition ability prior to recall enhancement training.
Although there were no statistically significant differences
between training groups at baseline, there was a large gap
between the percentages of both children and adults able to
correctly recognize the perpetrator prior to training.

It is not

clear to what extent these existing differences may have affected
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recognition ability following training.
In addition to determining the efficacy of training over a
standard interview format,

a second purpose of this study was to

examine the relative effectiveness of the two training methods
with adults and children.

A significant interaction between

training method and age was found on only one of the four
dependent variables.

Specifically, adult subjects recalled a

significantly greater number of correct details during free
recall following training with the Visual Props technique than
with the Cognitive Interview method.

With children,

the increase

in recall accuracy on all four variables was relatively
equivalent between the two training techniques.
Adult subjects correctly answered a greater number of
structured questions and were better able to correctly identify
the perpetrator from a photographic line-up following training
with either of the two recall enhancement techniques.
for these two variables,

However,

the increase in recall accuracy was

relatively equivalent between the two training techniques.
With adult subjects,

either recall enhancement method would be

likely to produce significantly more accurate recall than a
minimal prompting interview alone.
in particular,

The Visual Props technique,

seems likely to produce a greater number of

accurate statements than either the minimal prompting interview
or the Cognitive Interview.
With child subjects, the number of correct details stated
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during free recall and the number of structured questions
answered correctly significantly improved following training with
either technique.

For these two variables,

the increase in

recall accuracy was relatively equivalent between the two
training techniques.

Although not a significant difference,

children were better able to correctly identify the perpetrator
from a photographic line-up following training with the Cognitive
Interview rather than the Visual Props technique.
subjects,

As with adult

either recall enhancement method significantly improved

the accuracy of recall of children over a minimal prompting
interview technique alone.

Therefore,

the choice of which

technique to employ with children to optimize the accuracy rate
would depend upon the importance of recognition of significant
individuals.

The use of the Cognitive Interview procedure seems

more likely than the Visual Props technique to improve the
recognition abilities of children in a line-up situation.
Comparison of Present Findings to Previous Research
The results of this study support earlier work demonstrating
the efficacy of visual props in improving the accuracy of recall
in children.

Saywitz and Lamphear

(1989)

found that training

with the Visual Props technique produced an average of 3.11 more
correct statements during free recall than a control condition
with no such training.

The current study found an average of

3.29 more correct statements produced following training with the
Visual Props technique than with the minimal prompting interview
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condition.

In addition, the current study extends earlier work

with Visual Props to an older age group.

With adult subjects, an

average of 5.3 2 more correct statements were produced during free
recall with the Visual Props technique than with the minimal
prompting interview condition.
Although the results of this study generally support the
findings of Geiselman and colleagues concerning the efficacy of
the Cognitive Interview (cf., Geiselman & Fisher,

1989), the

enhancement of recall was not as significant as found in earlier
studies with either adults or children.
et al.

(1985)

With adults, Geiselman

found that subjects produced an average of 11.8

more correct statements during free recall with the Cognitive
Interview than with the minimal prompting interview format.
children, Geiselman and Padilla

(1988)

With

found that subjects

produced an average of 6.3 more correct statements during free
recall with the Cognitive Interview than with the minimal
prompting interview format.

In the current study, the difference

between the correct statements produced during the two conditions
was greatly reduced.

For adults and children,

respectively,

an

average of 0.5 and 2.46 more correct details were stated during
free recall with the Cognitive Interview than with the minimal
prompting interview format.
There are two major reasons for the differences in results
between the current study and the earlier work on the Cognitive
Interview.

First,

all of Geiselman's studies employed a group
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design,

comparing one group of control subjects to one group of

subjects receiving the Cognitive Interview
Fisher,

1989)•

(cf., Geiselman &

The experimenters did not assess the recall

ability of subjects comprising each group prior to assignment to
one of the two groups.

Therefore,

it is possible that the groups

differed according to ability to recall significant information
prior to the introduction of the recall enhancement techniques.
Such group differences may account for a portion of the magnitude
of recall enhancement attributed to the Cognitive Interview in
Geiselman's studies.
mixed design,

In contrast, the current study employed a

comparing each subject's recall performance under

two different conditions.

The minimal prompting interview

condition was designed to obtain a baseline level of recall
ability for each subject.

As subjects in each age group were not

significantly different in terms of recall ability evidenced
during the baseline phase,

the increase in recall ability

obtained following the training phase cannot be attributed
primarily to group differences.

Without the potential

magnification of effects due to group differences,

the recall

enhancement effects of the Cognitive Interview are likely to be
smaller than in previous studies.
The mixed design employed in the current study provides a
second possible reason for the small enhancement effects.
Whereas in Geiselman's studies each subject recalled only one
videotape, the current study's mixed design required each subject
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to recall two separate videotapes under two separate recall
conditions in one laboratory session.
interview,

The minimal prompting

or baseline phase, was always conducted first,

followed by one of the two recall enhancement interviews.

It is

possible that the second recall attempt was more difficult for
subjects,

due to fatigue or boredom.

Subjects may have invested

their best recall efforts during the first interview condition,
producing less of a recall enhancement effect than was found in
earlier studies.
Future Research Directions
Both methods clearly enhance recall in both children and
adults.

Because the magnitude of the effect was small in the

current study,

future studies should examine ways to increase the

recall enhancement effect.

Employing a mixed design which

compares each subject's recall performance under a baseline and
an experimental condition should provide an effective way of
examining potential improvements to recall enhancement
techniques.

Providing more nondirective verbal prompts as well

as asking for clarifications of subject's reports may be areas to
examine in future studies in an attempt to increase the recall
enhancement effect.
Asking subjects to recall two crime scenarios under two
interview conditions allows investigators to determine the
effectiveness of recall enhancement techniques on an individual
subject.

The present study employed two different crime
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scenarios,

so that any recall enhancement on the second scenario

could not be attributed simply to practice effects.
is possible that practice in recalling events,

However,

it

even with two

different scenarios, may be contributing to the increased
accuracy and completeness of recall during the second interview.
By adding a third group of subjects as a control group,
effects of practice may be assessed.

the

Employing a mixed design,

the control group would view the two different crime scenarios,
but then each subject in this group would be questioned using the
minimal prompting interview for both scenarios.

Improvement in

recall on the second scenario could then be attributed to
practice effects.
control group,

If practice effects were obtained with this

any enhancement of recall demonstrated by the two

experimental groups would have to be adjusted accordingly.
Generalizabilitv of Results
There has been considerable debate recently concerning the
generalizability of findings from controlled research studies on
eyewitness recall to real world contexts,
interrogations and courtroom situations
1993; Wells,

1993; Yuille,

1993).

such as police

(Egath,

199 3; Loftus,

In arguing for the

generalizability of results obtained using simulated crime
events, Wells

(1993)

notes that "there is little or no evidence

that the typical eyewitness experiment presents a distortion of
what would be expected in actual cases in which the eyewitnesses
experience real rather than simulated events"

(p. 555).

In
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contrast,

other researchers argue that eyewitness recall is

extremely sensitive to contextual effects

(Yuille,

1993).

Eyewitness recall in a controlled lab setting with simulated
events may not be identical or even similar to recall in a real
world context.

Variables such as the emotional arousal of the

witness, witness involvement in the crime,

and the likely

consequences of recall are likely to affect eyewitness recall.
However,

the degree to which these contextual variables hinder or

enhance recall is still uncertain.
conducted,

Until further research is

any generalizations of analog research studies to real

eyewitness tasks should be made with caution

(Yuille & Wells,

1991).
The results of this study suggest that recall enhancement
techniques do improve the accuracy and completeness of recall in
a lab setting employing simulated crime events.

It is important

to note that the eyewitnesses employed in this study were
informed prior to the event that they would be asked to recall
the crime scenarios.

In a real world context, most eyewitnesses

are not informed that they are about to witness a crime.
addition,

In

the participants in this study viewed a filmed crime

scenario rather than a live interaction.

Furthermore,

participants were not involved in the crime scenario,
effects of emotional arousal on recall less likely.
consequences of recall were minimal.

the
making the

Finally,

the

The study participants were

informed that the details stated during recall would not be used
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to accuse or convict anyone for a crime.
context,

In a real world

the consequences of an eyewitness'

and conviction of a suspect.

recall may be arrest

It is likely that these potential

consequences may affect recall,

although research is lacking to

demonstrate the degree and direction of this variable's influence
on recall.
Due to these obvious contextual differences between the
current study and a real world context,

it is difficult to

determine the generalizability of the results.

The relevance of

the present results to a setting such as a courtroom or a police
investigation still needs to be determined.
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Appendix A
Videotape Crime Vignettes
1.

Bicycle Tape
The scene opens with a shot of a female riding up on a

bicycle with a bookbag.
brick building.

She gets out a chain and proceeds to lock up the

bike to the rail.
the building.

She parks her bike by the rail next to a

She then checks her bookbag and walks inside

After a few seconds, the male perpetrator walks by

and notices the bike sitting there.

He looks around furtively to

see if anyone is around and then walks up to the bike.

After the

perpetrator has fiddled with the lock for a few seconds,
student walks out of the building.

a male

The perpetrator immediately

moves away from the bike and proceeds to a nearby phone booth.
He picks up the phone as if he's talking to someone.
the male walk away and then returns to the bike.
then pulls out a small lockpicking device.

He watches

The perpetrator

He fiddles with the

lock for a few seconds and manages to get it open.

As he is

unwrapping the chain and preparing to leave with the bike, the
owner of the bike runs out of the building,
that's my bike!"

screaming "Wait,

The female is able to catch him before he rides

away, pulling on the perpetrator's arm and forcing him to stop.
The perpetrator tries for a few seconds to lie and to tell her
that she is mistaken,

that this is his bicycle.

By this time,

the male bystander has returned and is watching the commotion.
He states that he is going to call the police.

At this point,
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the perpetrator jumps off the bike and walks away from the scene.
2.

Purse Tame
The scene opens with a shot of several people entering a

room through glass double doors.

First,

the male perpetrator

enters and looks around the room, walking slowly out of view.
Next,

a male and a female walk through the doors together.

They

sit down at the nearest table, pull several books out of their
bookbags,

and begin to study.

After a few seconds,

the male asks

the female for some money.

She pulls out a small black purse and

gives him several dollars.

She then places the purse on the edge

of the table to her left.

The male walks out of view.

At this

time, the perpetrator walks around the table where the female is
sitting.

He picks up the purse carefully and places it under his

arm without the female noticing.
table,

As he is walking away from the

the male returns and tells the perpetrator that the purse

is his girlfriend's.

The male and the perpetrator argue for a

few seconds over whose girlfriend's purse it is.

They return to

the table where the female is sitting and she identifies that it
is her purse.

After several more seconds of arguing,

states that he is going to call the police.

the male

At this point,

the

perpetrator puts the purse back on the table and walks out the
glass doors.
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Appendix B
Templates for Stimulus Videotapes
Bike Tape
Interview Type: __________________
DETAILS

Subject Number: ___________

POSSIBLE POINTS

SECTION I :

POINTS

PERSONS

1. Female victim

1_____________________ _____

2. Male witness

1

_____

3. Male suspect

1

_____

4. Race: Caucasian

1

_____

5. Height:

5'8"-6'

1

_____

6. Build: Medium or muscular

1

_____

7.

Age:

1

8.

Blue jeans

1

9.

White T-shirt

2

10.

Red/black overshirt

2

11.

Blonde hair

1

12.

Long hair in back

1

13.

Short hair in front

1

2 0-24 years

SECTION II:

OBJECTS

1.

Bicycle

1

2.

Green color

1

3.

Style: Mountainbike

1

SECTION III:
1.

Outside

LOCATION
1
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2. Daytime

1

______

3. By building

1

______

4. Phone

1

SECTION IV:

EVENTS

1. Girl parks bike

1

2 . Girl chains bike

1

3 . Girl walks inside

1

4. Suspect inspects bike

1

5. Witness walks out

1

6. Suspect goes to phone

1

7 . Witness walks away

1

8 . Suspect goes to bike

1

9 . Suspect takes out device

1

10. Suspect unlocks bike

1

11. Suspect starts to take bike

1

12 . Victim stops suspect

1

13 . Witness walks up

1

14. Suspect gives bike back

1

15. Suspect walks away

1

SECTION V:

CONVERSATION

1. Girl argues with suspect
2. Witness says will call police
SECTION VI:

LIST INCORRECT DETAILS
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Purse Tape
Subject Number:

Interview Type: ___________

POSSIBLE POINTS

DETAILS
SECTION I:

PERSONS

1. Female victim

1

2. Male witness

1

3. Male suspect

1

4. Race: Caucasian

1

5. Height:

1

5 ,8"-6'

6. Build: Light to chubby

1

7. Age: 24-28 years

1

8. Blue jeans

1

9. Gray sweatshirt

2

10. Writing on shirt

1

11. Old Dominion on shirt

1

12. Hood on shirt

1

13. Brown hair

1

14. Receding hairline

1

15. Short hair

1

SECTION II:

OBJECTS

1. Purse

1

2. Black color

1

3. Small size

1

SECTION III:
1. Inside

LOCATION
1

POINTS
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2. Tables

1

3. Doors

1

SECTION IV:

EVENTS

1. Suspect walks in

1

2. Suspect walks away

1

3. Couple walks in

1

4. Couple sits down

1

5. Couple begins to study

1

6. Girl gives boy money

1

7. Boy walks off

1

8. Purse on edge of table

1

9. Suspect walks to table

1

10. Suspect takes purse

1

11. Boy confronts suspect

i

12. Both return to table

1

13. Girl id's purse

1

14. Suspect gives purse back

1

15. Suspect walks away

1

SECTION V:

CONVERSATION

1. Witness and suspect argue

1

2. Witness says will call police

1

SECTION VI:

LIST INCORRECT DETAILS
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Appendix C
Visual Props Training Videotapes
1.

Cheers scene
The opening scene shows a female,

approximately 25-35 years

old, with shoulder-length blonde hair.

She is in a darkened room

lit only by the candle she is holding.

She makes several jokes

about somebody turning the lights out to scare her.

She walks

down a set of stairs to what looks like a cellar area.
the candle goes out.
scared.

Suddenly,

The female again makes a joke about being

A small light goes on and the face of a man appears.

Although the viewer can see that the face is somewhat chubby, the
man appears for only a second and other details are not clear.
The female screams loudly and awakens in a lighted office, having
fallen asleep on a brown couch.
were merely a nightmare.
to the right of

The earlier parts of the scene

Two men rush in the office door that is

the couch.

Both men are tall; one has a receding

hairline and is wearing a suit.

The female explains

that she had

a nightmare.
2.

Rambo scene
The scene opens with three males walking across an open area

in the desert.

Two of the males are adults

30's) and one is a child
adult male is American,
knife.
head.

(both in

their mid-

(approximately 10-12 years old).

One

dressed in black and carrying a large

The other adult male is foreign, wearing a turban on his
The child is also foreign.

The three males are talking.
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The boy asks the American male his name, to which he replies
"Rambo."

The boy asks him several questions and the man answers

each with only a few words.
knife.

The boy then asks the man to see his

He demonstrates that he can handle it well and then asks

if he can have it.

He also asks if he can have the medallion

around the man's neck.

The man replies no to both requests.
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Appendix D
Structured Questionnaire
_____

Subject Number:

Date, Time:

(2 ) ___________

Date of Birth:
Gender:

(1) ____________

______

Year in School:

Order:

Interview Type:

Videotape:

FOR QUESTIONS 1-11,

CIRCLE THE SUBJECT'S RESPONSE.

1. Was the suspect,

or the person

who tried to steal something,

BOY

GIRL

DK

BOY

GIRL

DK

BOY

GIRL

DK

a

boy or a girl?
2. Was the victim,

or the person

who had something stolen,

a boy or

a girl?
3. Was the other person in the
tape,

the one who saw the object

being stolen,

a boy or a girl?

4. What color was the suspect's

BLOND

hair?

GRAY

Was it blond,

brown,

black,

BROWN

BLACK

DK

or gray?
5. About how old was the suspect?

15-19

Was he between 15-19,

3 0+

20-24,

25-30,

20-24

25-30

DK

or older than 3 0 years?
6. About how tall was the suspect?
Was he less than 6' or over 6'?

LESS

OVER

DK
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7. What color shirt or undershirt

RED

was the suspect wearing?

WHITE

blue, yellow, white,

Was it red,

BLUE

YELLOW

GRAY

DK

or gray?

8. What color was the hat the

RED

suspect was wearing on his head?

WHITE

BLUE

YELLOW

GRAY

DK

NO HAT

YELLOW

WHITE

Was it red, blue, yellow, white,
or gray?
9. Did the suspect wear glasses?

YES

NO

10. What color was the jacket the

RED

BLUE

suspect was wearing?

GRAY

Was it red,

blue, yellow, white,

NO JACKET

or gray?

11. What color was the object that

RED

the suspect tried to steal?

BLACK

it red, green,

DK

DK

brown,

Was

GREEN

BROWN

WHITE

DK

black, or

white?
FOR QUESTIONS 12-15, WRITE THE SUBJECT'S RESPONSES.
12. How did the suspect try to steal the object in the tape?
13. Did the suspect say anything?

If so, what?

14. Describe where the event took place.
15. Were there any unusual things about the place or the people
in the tape?

If so, please tell me about it.

PHOTO RECOGNITION

ID: ________

Confidence: .________
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Appendix E
Experimental Procedures
SESSION 1:
Introduce yourself to the s u b je c t.

"Hi, my name is _________ ."

Explain the purpose and procedures of the s t u d y .
"I'm really glad that you came in today to participate in
this study.

We're interested in learning about adult's and

children's ability to remember things that they have seen.

The

study involves approximately 1 hour in the lab broken down into
two separate sessions.

In the first session today, you'll be

asked to watch two short videotapes; each one is only 3-4 minutes
long.

At the second session, which will be in approximately two

days,

you'll be asked to answer some questions about the two

tapes.

You'll receive class credit

children)

(for adults)

/ $10

for coming to the lab and being in the study.

(for
Do you

have any questions so far?"
Get consent/assent forms s i g ne d.
"Before we start,
read this consent

I need you to sign your name after you

(for adults)

/ assent

(for children)

form.

This just tells me that you volunteered to participate in this
study and that you will receive class credit / $10 for
participating."
Get subject to sign, as well as parent if subject is a
child.

Read the assent form to the child before getting the

child to sign it.

Give the subject a copy of the consent form if
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requested.
Put the subject number at the top of the consent form.
There will be two data sheets for each subject.
sheets, record the subject number.

On both

On the top sheet only, record

the date of birth, gender, and year in school.

Also record the

date and time of the first session and the order number of
videotape viewing and questioning.
Introduce the videotapes.
"Now I'd like you to sit here and watch two short
videotapes.

Each tape is only 3-4 minutes long, and there will

be a short break between the two tapes.
watch each tape carefully.

It's important that you

In two days, I'll ask you to come

back to the lab to answer some questions about each tape."
Make sure to check the random order of tape presentation
before starting the videotapes.

Check the instructions on the

subject roster.
Check the volume on the TV; make sure it is fairly loud.
Have the subject watch the first videotape.

In between

showing the first and second tape, give the subject the Digit
Span subtest of the Wechsler series.
subtest,

say,

Immediately following the

"Now watch the second videotape."

Exit of subje ct .
After viewing both tapes, make an appointment to return
within 48 hours.
"Try to remember what you have seen on both videotapes, as
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I ’ll be asking you about them in a couple of days.

What time

would be convenient for you to return in two days?

The session

will take approximately 30-45 minutes to complete."
Schedule a time with the subject.

Let the experimenter know

the appointment time by filling in the information on an
appointment sheet.
Miscellaneous information.
Attach consent form and data sheets for each subject with a
paper clip.
Do not give subject a copy of the consent form until after
the second session.
Be sure to call each subject the night before the
appointment to remind him/her to come in at the scheduled time.
SESSION 2:
Introduce yourself to the s u b j e c t .
"Thank you for coming back in today to complete the study.
My name is _________ and I'll be completing the rest of the study
with you.

Today I'll ask you some questions about each of the

two videotapes you saw last time you were here."
Record on the first data sheet the date of this second
session.

Also record which videotape receives the standard

interview.
Introduce standard interview.
Show subject into the room and proceed with standard
interview of one tape.

Check the subject roster to see which
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tape receives the standard interview.
Turn on tape recorder.

State subject number into recorder.

Also indicate that this is the standard interview by stating
"standard"

into the recorder.

1. Free r e c a l l .
First ask subjects to describe in their own words
what they remember.

"I want you to tell me as much as

you can remember about the
p u r s e ) tape.

(label tape either bike or

Please use your own words and tell me in

as much detail as possible."
Prompts may be used,

such as "And then what

happened?" or "Can you tell me more about the tape?"
Do not use any other prompts at this time.

Continue in

this manner until the subject denies remembering
anything else.
2. Specific qu es t io ni ng .
"Now I'm going to ask you some questions about the
(label t a p e ) tape."
Use the questionnaire provided to obtain answers
to specific questions.

Read each question to the

subject to obtain answers.

Repeat each question if the

subject does not answer after 15 seconds.

You may

rephrase the question if it looks as though the subject
does not understand the question; however, note the
form of phrasing so that it may be used again in the
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future if necessary.
Turn off tape recorder.
3. Photo recognition.
"I am now going to show you pictures of 5 men.
These are pictures of people who may or may not have
been in the tape.

I'd like you to look at each picture

and tell me if the one who was on the tape is here."
Spread each picture out slowly in a line.

"Remember the person who tried to steal something
on the tape?
one.

Look at each picture carefully,

Can you tell me if he is here?

one by

If he is, point

to him."
If the subject picked a picture, read the
following paragraph to obtain a confidence score.

If

the subject did not pick out a picture from the line
up, skip this paragraph.
"On a scale from 1-10, tell me how sure you are
that the picture you picked is the man who tried to
steal something on the tape.

1 means that you are not

sure at all that the picture you picked is the man on
the tape, and 10 means that you are positive that the
one you picked is the one on the tape."
Record on the data sheet the number of the photo
selected by the subject as well as the confidence score
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if given.
Remove photo line-up.
Introduce the experimental interview.
Make sure to check subject roster to determine which
experimental interview is to be employed.

Refer to instructions

in this packet for experimental interview procedures.
Debrief the subject.
"We're all done with the study now.

Before you leave,

like to take a few minutes to explain what we did today.

I'd

We were

trying to find out how much children and adults remember about
events they see.

We were also trying to find out if the way we

ask guestions helps you to remember events better.

It's

important that you know that the videotapes we showed you were
not real.

That is, the people in them were actors and nothing

was really taken from anyone.

Do you have any questions about

the tapes or what we did today?"
For adult subjects,

ask the following questions.

know any of the actors in either of the videotapes?
any of the males in the photo lineup?"

"Did you
Did you know

If the subject answers

yes, note this on the subject data sheet.
Exit of subject.
"Thank you very much for completing this study.
enjoyed it.

I hope you

Do you have any questions about the study?"

Give class credit slip or $10 to subjects.

For adults,

complete the credit slips with the date of the second session,
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the instructor's name and course title for which the subject is
receiving credit,
children,

and the experimenter's signature.

For

get each child to sign the receipt list to show that

money was received.
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Appendix F
Consent and Assent Forms
ADULT CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY
STUDY TITLE:

Improving the Accuracy of Child and
Adult Eyewitness Testimony

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS:

Catherine A. Martin, M.A.
William J. Fremouw, Ph.D.

We would like to invite you to participate in a
psychological study conducted through the Department of
Psychology at West Virginia University.

In court cases,

it is

important that testimony be as accurate as possible.
Unfortunately,

people often have difficulty accurately

remembering details of events that they witnessed.

Many studies

have attempted to develop ways of improving the accuracy of
eyewitness testimony.

This study will compare two such

techniques with both children and adults.
It is important that you read and understand the following
general principles that apply to all participants in out studies.
When the results of this study are reported in psychological
journals or at meetings,

the identification of those subjects

taking part will not be reported.

You are urged to discuss any

questions you may have with the prinicipal investigators.
Purposes of the Study
I understand that I will be participating in a research
study whose purpose is to examine ways to improve the accuracy of
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eyewitness testimony.

I understand that I will be asked to

participate in two separate sessions over a 48-hour period.
these two sessions,

In

I understand that I will view videotapes of

crime events and that I will be asked questions about these
videotapes.

I also understand that my responses to these

questions will be audiorecorded.
I understand that I may agree or decline to participate in
the study described below.

I further understand that refusal to

participate will in no way affect my grade or class standing.
My Involvement
If I consent to participate,
1)

I will:

attend two separate 60-minute sessions in which I will view
videotapes of crime events and answer questions regarding
these videotapes.

I will also participate in a training

exercise designed to improve the accuracy of my recall
concerning these videotapes.
2)

have my answers to questions audiotaped.

3)

have the right not to answer any question and to stop at any
time without any penalty.

4)

earn extra credit in my psychology class for attending the
session,

even if I do not complete it.

I may skip any items if I do not wish to respond to them.
may stop at any time during the session.
the extra credit for my participation.

I will still receive

I
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Conf identialitv
All answers will be confidential.

Therefore,

the

investigators will keep all responses secret and will not reveal
the names of the participants.

Answers to questions and

audiotaped materials will be stored in a locked cabinet and
identified only by number.

Only the investigators and their

primary research assistants will have access to these materials.
Any information about me obtained as a result of participation in
this research will be kept as confidential as legally possible.
In addition, all audiotapes will be destroyed at the completion
of this study.
Problems or Questions
Should any problem or question arise with regard to this
study or to my rights as a participant in research,

I should

contact the principal investigators as listed on the first page
(293-2511).

At any time,

I may contact the Institiutional Review

Board at West Virginia University

(293-7073)

for questions

concerning my rights as a research participant.
Consent
I have read the explanation about this study and have been
given the opportunity to discuss it and to ask questions.
hereby agree to participate in this study.
of the consent form,

I

Following the signing

I will receive a copy for my possession.
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Signature

Date

Signature of Investigator

Date
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PARENTAL CONSENT FOR THEIR CHILD'S PARTICIPATION
IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY
STUDY TITLE:

Improving the Accuracy of Child and
Adult Eyewitness Testimony

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS:

Catherine A. Martin, M.A.
William J. Fremouw,

Ph.D.

We would like to invite your child to participate in a
psychological study conducted through the Department of
Psychology at West Virginia University.

In court cases,

it is

important that testimony be as accurate as possible.
Unfortunately,

people often have difficulty accurately

remembering details of events that they witnessed.

Many studies

have attempted to develop ways of improving the accuracy of
eyewitness testimony.

This study will compare two such

techniques with both children and adults.
It is important that you read and understand the following
general principles that apply to all participants in out studies.
When the results of this study are reported in psychological
journals or at meetings,

the identification of those subjects

taking part will not be reported.

You are urged to discuss any

questions you may have with the prinicipal investigators.
Purposes of the Study
I understand that my child will be participating in a study
whose purpose is to examine ways to improve the accuracy of
eyewitness testimony.

I understand that my child will be asked
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to participate in two separate sessions over a 48-hour period.
In these two sessions,

I understand that my child will view

videotapes of crime events and that he/she will be asked
questions about these videotapes.

I also understand that my

child's responses to these questions will be audiorecorded.
I understand that I may agree or decline to my child's
participation in the study described below.

I also understand

that I may view the videotapes prior to my child's viewing of
them.

Although the videotapes contain scenes that may be

witnessed by children during prime time TV viewing,
that these scenes may be upsetting to my child.
upset my child during the session,

I understand

If the scenes

I understand that the session

will be stopped immediately.
Mv Child's Involvement
If I consent to my child's participation,
similar assent to participate.
1)

my child must give

My child will:

attend two separate 60-minute sessions in which he/she will
view videotapes of crime events and answer questions
regarding these videotapes.

My child will also participate

in a training exercise designed to improve the accuracy of
recall concerning these videotapes.
2)

have his/her answers to questions audiotaped.

3)

have the right not to answer any question and to stop at any
time without any penalty.

4)

earn $10 for attending both sessions,

even if the sessions
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are not completed.
My child may skip any items if he/she does not wish to
respond to them and may stop the session at any time.

Whether or

not the sessions are completed by my child, he or she will still
recieve the $10.

I may review the videotapes and all questions

before deciding about giving consent.
Confidentiality
All answers will be confidential.

Therefore,

the

investigators will keep all responses secret and will not reveal
the names of the participants.

Answers to questions and

audiotapes materials will be stored in a locked cabinet and
identified only by number.

Only the investigators and their

primary research assistants will have access to these materials.
Any information about my child obtained as a result of
participation in this research will be kept as confidential as
legally possible.

In addition,

all audiotapes will be destroyed

at the completion of this study.
Problems or Questions
Should any problem or question arise with regard to this
study or to my child's rights as a participant in research,

I

should contact the principal investigators as listed on the first
page

(293-2511).

At any time,

I may contact the Institiutional

Review Board at West Virginia University

(293-7073)

for questions

concerning my child's rights as a research participant.
Consent
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I have read the explanation about this study and have been
given the opportunity to discuss it and to ask questions.

I

hereby give consent for my child to participate in this study.
Following the signing of the consent form,

I will receive a copy

for my possession.

Signature of Parent

Date

Signature of Investigator

Date
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ASSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY
STUDY TITLE:

Improving the Accuracy of Child and
Adult Eyewitness Testimony

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS:

Catherine A. Martin, M.A.
William J. Fremouw,

Ph.D.

You are invited to be a part of a research study conducted
by the Department of Psychology at West Virginia University.

It

is important that you read and understand the following
information for all people in our studies.

You should ask any

questions you may have before being in this study.
Purposes of the Study
This study will look at ways to help me remember more about
things that I have seen.

In court cases,

it is important that

people tell as much as they can remember about what they saw.
Unfortunately,
saw.

people often have trouble remembering what they

This study will use two ways to help me remember as much as

I can about what I see.
I understand that I may decide to be part of the study or
decide not to be a part of the study.
Mv Involvement
If I agree to be in the study, my parent(s)

must also agree.

I will:
1)

come to the lab two different times.

I will watch some

videotapes and then answer questions about what I saw.
2)

have my answers to questions audiotaped.
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3)

have the right not to answer any question and to stop at any
time.

4)

earn $10 for coming to the sessions,

even if I do not finish

the sessions.
I may skip any items if I do not wish to respond to them.
If I want to stop at any time,

I may do so.

I will still receive

the $10.
Confidentiality
All answers will be kept confidential; that is, the things I
say will be kept a secret.

Answers to questions and audiotapes

will be put in a locked cabinet and identified only by number.
Only the researchers and their primary research assistants will
have access to these materials.
kept a secret.

In addition,

Any information about me will be

all audiotapes will be erased at the

end of this study.
Problems or Questions
Should any problem or question arise with regard to this
study or to my rights as a participant in research,

I should

contact the principal investigators as listed on the first page
(293-2511).

At any time,

I may contact the Institiutional Review

Board at West Virginia University

(293-7073)

for questions

concerning my rights as a research participant.
Assent
I have read the information and I have asked any questions I
have about this study.

I agree to be a part of this study.
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Signature

Date

Signature of Investigator

Date
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Appendix G
Free Recall Coding Manual
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
The coding form encompasses two videotapes:
Purse tape.
sections:

Bike tape and

The coding form is broken down into five major
persons, objects,

In addition,

location,

events, and conversation.

there is a section available to list incorrect

details or errors of commission.

Both tapes are coded according

to these major sections.
Each of the five major sections contains several different
items.

Each correct item is worth either 1 or 2 points.

point value is listed in parentheses next to each item.

The
Items

with a 2-point value may receive 2 points only if all details
contained in the item are mentioned by the subject.

Items with a

2 -point value may also receive only 1 point if only 1 detail in
the item is mentioned.

Place a 1 or a 2 in the blank space by

each item if it is mentioned by the subject.
If a subject states a correct detail but then later changes
it, do not count the item as correct.

However,

if the subject

first states an incorrect detail but then later corrects it, do
give credit.
Make sure to read the entire narrative of a subject before
beginning to code the narrative.

The entire narrative consists

of the free recall portion and any answers to questioning after
the free recall.

Read all parts of the narrative.

Statements of
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details may come from any portion of the narrative,

either the

free recall portion or the answers to questioning.
BIKE TAPE CODING INSTRUCTIONS:
Section 1:

Persons

*Must indicate three different people in the videotape.
*Can indicate the three people in any order of appearance.
*Now is not the time to worry about whether the events are
in order;

for this section,

only concentrate on whether the

subject identifies three separate people in the videotape.
*The gender of each of the three people in the videotape
must be correct to be given credit.
*Most of this section is concerned with the physical
characteristics and clothing of the suspect.
characteristics of the witness and victim

Ignore the

(except for

gender).
1.

Victim:

female

-Does not have to be called victim to get credit.
-Must indicate that person whose bike was stolen was a
female

(girl, woman,

lady, etc.)

2. Witness: male
-Does not have to be called witness to be given credit.
-Can be called person who passed by, person who saw the
thief try to steal the bike,

etc.,

as long as the

gender is male.
-Some subjects will mention that there are two
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different witnesses,

one at the beginning of the tape

and one at the end of the tape.

If the subject says

there are two different witnesses,

give credit for this

point if the witness at the end is male.
-If the subject says there is only one witness, whether
that witness appears at the end, middle,
of the tape, go ahead and give credit,
subject says the witness'

or beginning

as long as the

gender is male.

Suspect: male
-Does not have to be called suspect to be given credit;
can be called thief,
the bike,
Race:

bad guy, guy who tries to steal

etc.

Caucasian

-Must indicate that the person who tried to steal the
bike was Caucasian or white.
-Must be race of thief,
Height:

not of witness or victim.

5'8" - 6'

-Must say height of person who tried to steal the bike
in numbers between this range.
-Cannot say only medium height or tall,
-Must be height or thief,

etc.

not of witness or victim.

Build: medium or muscular
-Must say medium or muscular build of thief.
-Give credit for hefty or stocky build.
-Do not give credit if subject only says that thief has
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strong or square facial features.
-Must be build of thief,
7. Age:

not of witness or victim.

20 - 24

-Must indicate age in numbers between this range.
-If subject says thief in early 20's, give credit.
-If subject says thief around college age, do not give
credit.
-Must be age of thief,
8. Clothes:

not of witness or victim.

bluejeans

-Can just say jeans and get credit.
-Must indicate that thief is wearing jeans,

not witness

or victim.
9. Clothes: white T-shirt
-Must say both white and T-shirt to get full credit of
two points.
-If only white shirt is stated, give only 1 point.
-If only T-shirt is stated without reference to color
or with wrong color, give only 1 point.
-Must indicate that the thief is wearing the white Tshirt,
10. Clothes:

not the witness or victim.
red/black overshirt

-Must say both overshirt and red/black colors to get
credit.
-If only says is overshirt with no reference to colors,
give 1 point.
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-If says overshirt and has colors incorrect
red/white,

white/black,

(e.g.,

all r e d ) , give only 1 point.

-If says only colors but does not indicate that thief
is wearing this shirt over another shirt,

give 1 point.

-Can indicate that this is an overshirt by saying the
following:

this shirt was open, white T-shirt was

undershirt,

T-shirt with other shirt that was

unbuttoned, wearing this shirt over a T-shirt.
-Must indicate that thief is wearing this shirt,

not

witness or victim.
11. Hair: blonde
-Can get credit if state hair is blondish-brown or
brownish-blonde.
-Do not give credit if subject states that hair is
light-colored.
-Some subjects change the hair color halfway through
the narrative.

If the hair color is correct at one

point and then changes to incorrect,

do not give

credit,
-Must indicate that the thief's hair color is blonde,
not the witness or victim.
12. Hair:

long in back

-Can get credit if states hair is long in back or on
the sides.
-Do not give credit if subject states thief has long
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hair in general.
-Must indicate that the thief has long hair in the
back, not the witness or victim.
13. Hair:

short in front

-Can get credit if states hair is short in front or on
top.
-Do not give credit if subject states that the thief
has short hair in general.
-Do not give credit if subject states only that the
thief's hair is thinning on top.
-Must indicate that the thief has short hair in front,
not the witness or victim.
Section 2:

Objects

*Can state objects in any order, at any place in the
narrative.
1. Bike
-Must say the word bike in the narrative.
2. Green color
-Can say green or greenish-blue to get credit.
-Do not give credit if the subject states the bike is
either blue or green.
3. Style: mountainbike
-Must say the word mountainbike or mountain-type bike.
Section 3:

Location

*Can mention these items at any point in the narrative.
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Outside
-Must say outside,
building,

outside a building,

out beside a

or on side of building to get credit.

-Cannot just say by a building or a person walked into
a building; do not give credit if only say one of those
state me nt s.
2 . Daytime

-Give credit for the following:
out,

it was light out,

during day,

sun was

it was overcast out.

-Give credit if say specific time of day between 7am
and 7pm.
3 . By building
-Give credit for the following:

by building or by

Oglebay.
-Do not give credit if subject only states that someone
walked into or out of a building.

If the subject also

states that this person walked into a building that was
right there or that was nearby,

go ahead and give

credit.
4 . Phone
-Give credit if subject mentions a phone or a phone
booth anywhere in the narrative.
-Give credit if subject states that someone in the tape
tried to call someone.
Section 4:

Events
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*The items in this section must be mentioned by the subject
in the order in which they are listed,

unless otherwise

noted below.
*If the subject changes the order of items,

use the

following example to determine how to score.
Example:
device)

Subject states item 9 (suspect takes out
after item 4 (suspect inspects b i k e ) .

subject states item 5 (witness walks o u t ) .
credit for the item that is out of order

Then

Do not give

(item 9) but

do give credit for items 4 and 5.
1. Girl parks bike
-Give credit for this item,
item 2.

even if subject starts with

Do not give credit for this item if subject

starts with item 3 or more.
2. Girl chains bike
-Give credit if states girl locked up bike or hooks
bike.
-Do not worry where the subject states that the girl
chains the bike; give credit if bike is chained
anywhere.
3. Girl walks inside
-Must say girl walks inside a building.
-Do not give credit if subject states girl just walks
away.
4. Suspect inspects bike
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-Give credit for the following:
with bike, messes with bike,
plays with the lock,

suspect fools around

fiddles with the lock,

looks at. bike, began to work on

the lock.
Witness walks out
-Give credit if subject states that anyone
female,

{male,

anyone) walks by or out of building.

-Give credit is subject states suspect was interrupted
by someone.
-Subject must indicate later in the narrative that this
person who walks by is the same person who comes back
at the end of the tape.

If the subject indicates that

this is two different people, give credit for only 1
item

(either item 5 or item 13 later).

matter which one gets credit,

It doesn't

but only give credit for

1 item.
Suspect goes to phone
-Give credit for the following:

suspect pretends like

he's talking on the phone, tries to call someone,

goes

to phonebooth.
Witness walks away
-Give credit for the following:

witness walks out of

picture,

after witness has left,

after no one is around

anymore,

after it was clear.

Suspect goes to bike
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-Give credit for the following:
bike,

suspect returns to

fiddles with bike.

9. Suspect takes out device
-Give credit if subject indicates that thief takes out
something

(wrench, knife, pick, tool,

screwdriver,

any

device even if just called "something").
-Give credit if device is taken out by
matter where he

suspect, no

took the device from.

10. Suspect unlocks bike
-Give credit for the following:

suspect unlocks bike,

cuts wire, breaks lock, trips lock, gets bike loose,
gets lock undone somehow.
11. Suspect starts to take bike
-Give credit for the following:

suspect starts to take

bike, starts to ride it away, gets on bike and prepares
to leave,

starts to walk away with it, got ready to

take it, starts to unroll bike.
12. Victim stops suspect
-Give credit for the following:

victim stops suspect,

says it's her bike, comes out of building and yells at
suspect.
13. Witness walks up
-Give credit if anyone walks up to the scene

(male,

female, wh o e v e r ) .
-Subject must indicate earlier in the narrative that
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this person who walks up is the same person who comes
by at the beginning of the tape.

If the subject

indicates that this is two different people, give
credit for only 1 item (either item 5 earlier or item
13).

It doesn't matter which one gets credit, but only

give credit for 1 item.
14. Suspect gives bike back
-Give credit for the following:

suspect gives bike

back, suspect says "Here, take it" or "You can have
it," suspect leaves bike, girl gets bike back.
15. Suspect walks away
-Give credit for the following:

suspect walks away,

runs away, goes away from the scene.
Section 5:

Conversation

*Subject does not have to indicate specific words spoken by
the characters on the tape.

Any indication that some type

of verbal exchange went on between the appropriate
characters should be given credit.
1. Girl argues with suspect
-Either girl or thief or both must claim or otherwise
indicate that it is their bike.
-Subject can just state the girl and suspect argue to
receive credit for this item.
2. Witness says will call police
-Subject must indicate that witness says he is going to
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call the police.

It is not enough for the subject to

state that the witness leaves, probably to call the
police.
-Give credit if witness asks if he should call the
police.
-Do not give credit if victim says she is going to call
the police.
-Do not give credit if victim tells witness to call the
police.
Section 6:

Incorrect Details

*Only code incorrect if items listed in the previous
sections are stated incorrectly.
stated incorrectly

If an extraneous detail is

(e.g., the color of the victim's shirt),

do not code as incorrect.

If an important detail listed in

the previous sections is stated incorrectly
of the suspect's shirt),

(e.g., the color

do code as incorrect.

PURSE TAPE CODING INSTRUCTIONS:
Section 1:

Persons

*Must indicate three different people in the videotape.
*Can indicate the three people in any order of appearance.
*The gender of each of the three people in the videotape
must be correct to be given credit.
*Most of this section is concerned with the physical
characteristics and clothing of the suspect.
characteristics of the witness and victim

Ignore the

(except for
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gender).
1.

Victim:

female

-Does not have to be called victim to get credit.
-Must indicate that person whose purse was stolen was a
female

(girl, woman,

lady, etc.)

2. Witness: male
-Does not have to be called witness to be given credit.
-Can be called person who was with the girl,

person who

stops thief from taking purse, etc., as long as the
gender is male.
3. Suspect: male
-Does not have to be called suspect to be given credit;
can be called thief, bad guy, guy who tries to steal
the purse,
4. Race:

etc.

Caucasian

-Must indicate that the person who tried to steal the
purse was Caucasian or white.
-Must be race of thief,
5. Height:

not of witness or victim.

5'8" - 6'

-Must say height of person who tried to steal the purse
in numbers between this range.
-Cannot say only medium height or tall,
-Must be height or thief,
6. Build:

etc.

not of witness or victim.

light to chubby

-Must say light,

chubby, pot-bellied,

out of shape.
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-Do not give credit if subject only says that thief has
a round face.
-Must be build of thief, not of witness or victim.
7. Age:

24 - 2 8

-Must indicate age in numbers between this range.
-If subject says thief in mid or middle 20's, give
credit.
-If subject says thief around college age, do not give
credit.
-Must be age of thief,
8. Clothes:

not of witness or victim.

bluejeans

-Can just say jeans and get credit.
-Must indicate that thief is wearing jeans,

not witness

or victim.
9. Clothes:

gray sweatshirt

-Must say both gray and sweatshirt to get full credit
of two points.
-If only gray shirt is stated, give only 1 point.
-If only sweatshirt is stated without reference to
color or with the wrong color,

give only 1 point.

-Must say gray, not just light-colored,
-Must be sweatshirt,

to get credit.

not just shirt, to give credit.

-Must indicate that the thief is wearing the gray
sweatshirt,
10. Clothes:

not the witness or victim.

writing on shirt
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-Must indicate there is
the shirt,

even

some writing or lettering

on

if they cannot say what it says.

-Must indicate that writing is on thief's shirt, not
witness'
11.

or victim's shirt.

Clothes: Old Dominion on shirt
-Must state that Old Dominion is writing on shirt.
-Must have both

words to get credit.

-Give credit if

subject states that the suspect was

wearing an Old Dominion shirt.
-If subject states only that suspect wearing Old
Dominion shirt and does not specifically state that the
shirt has writing on it, give credit for this item and
also for item 10 above.
-Must indicate that writing is on thief's shirt,
witness'
12. Clothes:

not

or victim's shirt.
Hood on shirt

-Must indicate that the shirt has a hood on it.
-Must indicate that the thief is wearing this shirt,
not the witness or victim.
13. Hair:

brown

-Only give credit if states hair is brown,

not

blondish-brown or brownish-blonde.
-Do not give credit if subject states that hair is
d ar k - c o l o r e d .
-Some subjects change the hair color halfway through
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the narrative.

If the hair color is correct at one

point and then changes to incorrect, do not give
credit.
-Must indicate that the thief's hair color is brown,
not the witness or victim.
13. Hair: receding
-Give credit for the following:

receding hair line,

thinning hair, thin hair, balding.
-Must indicate that the thief has receding hair, not
the witness or victim.
14. Hair:

short hair

-Can get credit if states hair is short in front or on
top.
-Do not give credit for this item if subject states
that the thief has thinning hair only.
-Must indicate that the thief has short hair, not the
witness or victim.
Section 2:

Objects

*Can state objects in any order,

at any place in the

narr at iv e.
1. Purse
-Must say the word purse in the narrative.
2. Black
-Must indicate purse is black.
-Do not give credit for dark-colored purse.
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3. Small
-Must indicate that purse is small; can say it is not
large.
Section 3:

Location

*Can mention these items at any point in the narrative.

1. Inside
-Give credit for the following:
building,

in a building,

Mountainlair, in a room,

inside,

in the Lair,

inside a

in the

in a library,

in a place you

study.
-Cannot just say person walked in the doors to get
credit for this item.
2. Tables
-Must mention the word table or tables anywhere in the
narrative to get credit.
3. Doors
-Must mention the word door or doors anywhere in the
narrative to get credit.
Section 4:

Events

*The items in this section must be mentioned by the subject
in the order in which they are listed, unless otherwise
noted below.
*If the subject changes the order of items, use the
following example to determine how to score.
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Example:

Subject states item 3 (couple walks in)

first, and then states items 1 and 2 (suspect walks in
and then suspect walks awa y ).
the items that are out of order

Do not give credit for
(items 1 and 2) but do

give credit for item 3.
*There is one place where the

order of two item may be

reversed and still be given credit.
and 8.

These two items are 7

Give credit if 7 comes directly before 8 as listed,

but also give credit if 8 comes directly before 7.

That is,

it does not matter which order these two items are stated,
as long as they both directly follow item 6.
1. Suspect walks in
-Suspect must walk in the doors first, before the
couple walks in.
-Only give credit if the

suspect is identified

person who later tries to steal the purse.

asthe

Do not give

credit if the subject only states that someone walked
in the doors, without indicating that this person is
the suspect.
-Subject must indicate that the suspect walks in the
doors or into the building; do not give credit if the
subject states that the suspect was there at the
beginning of the tape.
2. Suspect walks away
-Give credit if suspect walks away,

out of camera
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range.
-Do not give credit if subject states only that the
suspect walks around or walks around tables.
Couple walks in
-Must say couple or boy and girl.
Couple sits down
-Give credit for the following:
table,

couple sits down,

couple sits down at

sits down on bench.

-Subject does not have to indicate that couple sits
down at table to get credit for this item.
Couple begins to study
-Give credit for the following:

couple begins to

study,

couple had come to study,

flipping through

notes,

looked like going to study,

books,

doing homework,

looking through

prepared to study.

-Do not give credit if subject states only that couple
took their books out.
Girl gives boy money
-Give credit if subject states any amount of money.
-Give credit if money taken from anywhere
pocket,

backpack,

Boy walks off

bookbag,

(purse,

etc.).

(see note above in general rules)

-Give credit if boy walks off, goes out of camera
range,

or leaves the table;

it does not matter where

subject states that the boy is going.
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8. Purse put on edge of table

(see note above in general

rules)
-Must state that purse is put on edge of table or far
away from the girl or put away from her.
-Not enough to state that purse is put back on table or
beside her on table.
9. Suspect walks to table
-Give credit if subject indicates that thief comes back
in the picture or comes over or walks toward the girl
or the table.
10. Suspect takes purse
-Give credit for the following:
picks up purse,

suspect takes purse,

puts purse under his arm,

purse, quietly takes purse,

snatches

steals purse.

11. Boy confronts suspect
-Subject must indicate that is the same boy that
entered with the girl at the beginning of the tape; can
say it is her boyfriend.
-Give credit for the following:

boy stops suspect,

boy

says it's his girlfriend's purse.
12. Both return to table
-Subject must indicate that both the boy and the thief
walk back to the table where the girl is.
-Give credit if subject states they walk back or walk
over.
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-Do not give credit if subject states they go to the
girl.
13. Girl id's purse
-Give credit for the following:

girl says it's her

purse,

or answers yes when

nods that it's her purse,

asked if it's her purse.
14. Suspect gives purse back
-Give credit for the following:
back,

suspect gives purse

suspect puts purse on the table,

suspect says

"Here, you can have it," suspect leaves purse,

suspect

sets purse down, girl gets purse back.
15. Suspect walks away
-Give credit for the following:

suspect walks away,

walks out doors, goes away from the scene.

Section 5:

Conversation

*Subject does not have to indicate specific words spoken by
the characters on the tape.

Any indication that some type

of verbal exchange went on between the appropriate
characters should be given credit.
1. Witness and suspect argue
-Either witness or suspect or both claim or otherwise
indicate that it is their girlfriend's
mother's,

(wife's,

friend's, etc.) purse.

-Subject can just state that witness and suspect argue
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to receive credit.
-Must be verbal exchange between witness and thief,

not

victim and thief.
2. Witness says will call police
-Subject must indicate that witness says he is going to
call the police.

It is not enough for the subject to

state that the witness leaves, probably to call the
po li c e .
-Give credit if witness asks if he should call the
po li c e .
-Do not give credit if victim says she is going to call
the police.
-Do not give credit if victim tells witness to call the
police.
Section 6:

Incorrect Details

*Only code incorrect if items listed in the previous
sections are stated incorrectly.
stated incorrectly

If an extraneous detail is

(e.g., the color of the victim's shirt),

do not code as incorrect.

If an important detail listed in

the previous sections is stated incorrectly

(e.g., the color

of the suspect's shirt), do code as incorrect.
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Appendix H
Instructions for the Cognitive Interview
1.

General explanation of the cognitive interview.
"Now I want to ask you about the other videotape you saw two

days ago.

I'd like you to tell me as much as you can remember

about the (label tape either bike or purse) tape,
with the first one.

just as you did

However, this time I'm going to give you

some strategies or ways to help you remember the videotape."
2. Description of the 4 components of the cognitive interview.
Make sure to read the following instructions verbatim to the
subject.
"Listen while I read these strategies to you."
A. For children:
1. Reinstate the context:

"Think about how you were

feeling while you were watching the movie,

and think

about what the whole area in the movie looked like.
Think about where things were, what the weather was
like.

Pretend you are back in that spot."

2. Report everything:

"I want you to tell me

everything you can remember.

Sometimes people will not

say some things because they think they are not
important,

but I want you to tell me everything."

B . For a d u lt s :
1. Reinstate the context:

"Try to reinstate in your

mind the context surrounding the incident.

Think about
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what the surrounding environment looked like at the
scene,

such as rooms,

objects.

the weather,

any nearby people or

Also think about how you were feeling at the

time and think about your reactions to the incident."
2. Report every th in g :

"Some people hold back

information because they are not quite sure that the
information is important.
out of your report,

Please do not edit anything

even things you think may not be

important."
3. Recall the events in different o r d e r s :

"It is

natural to go through the incident from beginning to
end.

However,

you also should try to go through the

events in reverse order.

Or, try starting with the

thing that impressed you the most in the incident and
then go from there, working both forward in time and
b ac k w a r d ."
4. Change persp ec ti ve s:

"Try to recall the incident

from different perspectives that you may have had,

or

adopt the perspectives of others that were present
during the incident.

For example,

try to place

yourself in the role of a prominent character in the
incident and think about what he or she must have
s e e n ."
Place a copy of these strategies in front of the subject.
"Now I'll give you a copy of these strategies to keep in
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front of you while you tell me about the
Turn on the tape recorder.
the recorder.

(label)

tape."

State the subject number into

Also indicate that this is the cognitive interview

by stating cognitive into the recorder.
3. Free recall of the v i d e o t a p e .
After introducing the subject to the cognitive interview,
allow the subject to describe in his/her own words what he/she
remembers.

"I want you to tell me as much as you can remember

about the tape.

Please use your own words and tell me in as much

detail as possible."
Prompts may be used,

such as "And then what happened?" or

"Can you tell me more about the tape?"
prompts at this time.

Do not use any other

Continue in this manner until the subject

denies remembering anything else.
4. Introduce additional cognitive techniques as p r o m p t s .
After the free recall portion is completed,
following additional techniques to each subject.

introduce the
Be sure to read

each one verbatim and give the subject time to respond to each
one.
A. For c h il d re n:
1. Recall the events in different o r d e r s :
events in reverse order,

"Tell me the

starting at the end and

pretending that the movie had been shown backwards."
2. Change perspe ct iv e s:

"Pretend you are the bad guy

and tell me what happened."
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For ALL subjects

(both children and adul ts ):

1. Physical appearance:

"Think about whether or not

the suspect reminded you of anyone you know.

If you

were reminded of anyone, try to think of why.

Was

anything unusual about the physical appearance and/or
clothing?"
2. Names spoken:

"Was any name spoken?"

(Pause; only

read the rest of the question if the subject states
that a name was spoken in the tape but cannot remember
what the name was.)

"If you think a name was spoken

but you cannot remember what it was, try to think of
the first letter of the name by going through the
alphabet.

Try to think of the number of syllables."

3. Speech characteristics:

"Did anyone speak?"

(Pause; only read the rest of this question if the
subject reports that someone spoke in the tape.)

Think

of whether the voice reminded you of someone else's
voice.

Did the suspect, or the person who tried to

steal something,
4. Conversation:

sound educated?"
(Do not read if the subject stated in

the previous answer that nothing was said in the tape.)
"If anyone spoke in the tape, think about your
reactions to what was said and the reactions of others.
Were there any unusual words or phrases used?"
5. Numbers:

"Were there any numbers in the tape?"
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(Pause; only read the rest of this question if the
subject states that a number was present in the tape.)
"Was the number high or low?"
digits were in the number?"

(Pause.)
(Pause.)

"How many
"Were there any

letters in the sequence?"
Turn off tape recorder.
5. Specific questioning.
"Now I'm going to ask you some specific questions about the
(label tap e ) .
Use the questionnaire provided to obtain answers to specific
questions.

Read each question to the subject to obtain answers.

Repeat each question if the subject does not respond within 15
seconds.
Remove cognitive instruction sheet from in front of subject
prior to introducing photo line-up.
6. Photo recognition.
"I am now going to show you pictures of 5 men.

These are

pictures of

people who may or may not have been in the tape.

like you to

look at each picture and tell me if the one who was

I'd

on the tape is here."
Spread each picture out slowly in a l i n e .
"Remember the person who tried to steal something on the
tape?

Look at each picture carefully, one by one.

me if he is
Record

Can you tell

here? If he is, point to him."
on the data sheet the number printed on the

back of
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the photo selected by the subject.

If no photo is picked,

record

a 0 in the space provided.
If the subject picked a picture,

read the following

paragraph to obtain a confidence score.
pick out a picture from the line-up,

If the subject did not

skip this paragraph.

"On a scale from 1-10, tell me how sure you are that the
picture you picked is the man who tried to steal something on the
tape.

1 means that you are not sure at all that the picture you

picked is the man on the tape,

and 10 means that you are positive

that the one you picked is the one on the tape."
Record on the data sheet the confidence score.

Remove photo

l ine-up.
Remember to debrief the subject.

From Geiselman,

R. E . , & Fisher,

R. P.

(1989). The cognitive

interview technique for victims and witnesses of crime.
Raskin
(pp.

(Ed.),

In D.

Psychological methods in criminal investigations

191-215) . New York:

Springer Publishing.
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Appendix I
Instructions for the Visual Props Technique
1. General explanation of the t r a i n i n g .
"Now I want to ask you about the other videotape you saw two
days ago.
about the

I'd like you to tell me as much as you can remember
(label tape either bike or p u r s e d tape,

with the first one.

just as you did

However, this time I'm going to give you

some strategies or ways to help you remember the videotape."
2. Introduce schematic d ra w i n g s .
"Here are a set of five drawings which you can use to remind
you about what you saw in the tape.
certain categories of information.

These drawings represent
There are five cards to

remind you to tell me about who was in the tape, what happened,
what the people said and thought, where it happened,

and what

happened afterwards."
While talking,

present all five cards,

one at a time,

to the

subject.
A. Modeling of p r o p s .
"I will show you how to use these cards to help
you remember the tape you saw two days ago.

We'll

watch a short videotape and then I'll use the cards to
help me remember the important details of the tape."
Show first short videotape.
After the tape is over, model use of the cards.
Show each card and ask the question that goes with each
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card.

Then model the correct way to answer the

question.

B . Feedback of prop u s e .
"Now that you see how to use the cards,
you another short videotape.

I'll show

This time I want you to

use the cards to tell me about the tape."
Show second videotape.
Afterwards, present each card, asking the questionthat goes with each card, and have the subject practice
providing the answer.
1)

Provide corrective feedback for their answers

if wrong.
2)

Add additional important details following

each card if left out by the subject.
3)

Question the subject whenever it looks like

the subject is guessing
this answer?

("Are you guessing about

Remember not to guess an answer.")

4)

Give positive feedback for correct answers.

5)

Give positive feedback when the subject admits

memory loss or uncertainty.
6)

Do not ask any additional questions while

using the cards.
Put the cards away, saying,
cards.

"Now you know how to use the

We'll put them away for now, but we will use them later."
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3. Introduce instructions.
"Right now I want you to forget about the two short
videotapes you just saw and remember the
days ago.
about the

(label) tape you saw two

In a few minutes I'll be asking you some questions
(label)

tape.

First,

I want you to listen to these

instructions so you'll know how to answer the questions."
"There may be some questions that you do not know the
answers to.

That's okay.

Nobody can remember everything.

you don't know the answer to a question,

then tell me

k n o w , ' but do not guess or make anything up.

If

'I don't

It is very

important to tell me only what you really remember,

only what

really happened."
"If you do not want to answer some of the questions,
don't have to.

That's okay.

Tell me

you

'I don't want to answer

that questi on .1"
"If you don't know
'I

don't understand'

what something I ask you means, tell me

or'I don't know what you mean.'

Tell me to

say it in new words."
"I may ask you some questions more than one time.
I forget that I already
to change your answer,

asked you that question.

Sometimes

You don't have

just tell me what you remember the best

you can."
"Try to be as complete and as accurate as you can when
describing the tape.

Remember to report any times when something

unusual or different happened.

Also remember to report the
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beginning,

the middle,

and the end of the event."

Turn on tape recorder.
recorder.

State the subject number into the

Also indicate this is the visual props interview by

stating props into the recorder.
4. Free recall of the v id eo ta p e.
"I want you to tell me as much as you can remember about the
tape.

Please use your own words and tell me in as much detail as

p o s s i b l e ."
Prompts may be used,

such as "And then what happened?" or

"Can you tell me more about the tape."

Continue in this manner

until the subject denies remembering anything else.
5. Produce pictorial cues as p r o m p t s .
After the free recall portion is completed,

reintroduce the

pictorial cards to the subject.
"Now I'm going to show you the picture cards we looked at a
few minutes ago.

I want you to use these cards to tell me again

about the tape."
Present each card one at a time.

Ask the question

appropriate for that card and give the subject time to answer.
Do not ask any additional questions.
After all of the cards have been presented,

remove the cards

and turn off the tape recorder.
6. Specific q u e s t i on in g.
"Now I'm going to ask you some specific questions about the
flabel) tape."
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Use the questionnaire provided to obtain answers to specific
questions.

Read each question to the subject to obtain answers.

Repeat each question if the subject does not respond within 15
s e c on ds .
7. Photo r e co gn it io n .
"I am now going to show you pictures of 5 men.

These are

pictures of people who may or may not have been in the tape.

I'd

like you to look at each picture and tell me if the one who was
on the tape is here."
Spread each picture out slowly in a l i n e .
"Remember the person who tried to steal something on the
tape?

Look at each picture carefully,

me if he is here?

one by one.

Can you tell

If he is, point to him."

Record on the subject data sheet the number printed on the
back of the photo selected by the subject.
selected,

If no photo is

record a 0 in the space provided.

If the subject picked a picture,

read the following

paragraph to obtain a confidence score.
pick out a picture from the line-up,

If the subject did not

skip this paragraph.

"On a scale from 1-10, tell me how sure you are that the
picture you picked is the man who tried to steal something on the
tape.

1 means that you are not sure at all that the picture you

picked is the man on the tape,

and 10 means that you are positive

that the one you picked is the one on the tape."
Record on the data sheet the confidence score.

Remove photo
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line-up.
Remember to debrief the subject.

From Saywitz, K. J . , & Lamphear, V. S.

(1989). Preparing child

witnesses for pretrial interviews and testimony.

Paper

presented at the 97th Annual Convention of the American
Psychological Association,

New Orleans,

LA, August,

1989.
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Appendix J
Cognitive Interview Handouts
For children:
Reinstate the c o n t e x t :

Think about how you were feeling while

you were watching the movie,
in the movie looked like.
the weather was like.
Report e v e r y t h i n g :
remember.

and think about what the whole area

Think about where things were, what

Pretend you are back in that spot.

I want you to tell me everything you can

Sometimes people will not say some things because they

think they are not important,

but I want you to tell me

everything.

For adults:
Reinstate the c o n t e x t :

Try to reinstate in your mind the context

surrounding the incident.

Think about what the surrounding

environment looked like at the scene,
any nearby people or objects.

such as rooms, the weather,

Also think about how you were

feeling at the time and think about your reactions to the
incident.
Report e ve ry t hi ng :

Some people hold back information because

they are not quite sure that the information is important.
Please do not edit anything out of your report,

even things you

think may not be important.
Recall the events in different o r d e r s :

It is natural to go

through the incident from beginning to end.

However,

you also
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should try to go through the events in reverse order.

Or, try

starting with the thing that impressed you the most in the
incident and then go from there,

working both forward in time and

backward.
Change p e r s p e ct i ve s:

Try to recall the incident from different

perspectives that you may have had, or adopt the perspectives of
others that were present during the incident.

For example,

try

to place yourself in the role of a prominent character in the
incident and think about what he or she must have seen.

From Geiselman,

R. E . , & Fisher,

R. P.

(1989). The cognitive

interview technique for victims and witnesses of crime.
Raskin

In D.

(Ed.), Psychological methods in criminal investigations

(pp. 191-215).

New York:

Springer Publishing.
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Appendix K
Order Sequences
Order 1

View bike then purse tape
Question bike then purse tape

Order 2

View bike then purse tape
Question purse then bike tape

Order 3

View purse then bike tape
Question purse then bike tape

Order 4

View purse then bike tape
Question bike then purse tape
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Table 1
Total Digit Span Scores for Adults and Children Within Both
Training Groups

Adult
Mean

Child

Total

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Cognitive

16. 19

4 .40

8 .25

2 .49

12.22

3.45

Visual Props

15.31

4. 10

9.13

4 .19

12.22

4.15

Total

15 .75

4 .20

8 .69

3 .40
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance of Number of Correct Details Stated Purina
the Free Recall Phase

Source

df

Age

1

90.17**

1

40.77**

1

4 .31*

A x B

1

.00

A x C

1

.08

B x C

1

9.69**

A x B x C

1

4 .85*

(A)

Trials

(B)

Training Group

(C)

S (S) / A x C

55

B x S/ A x C

55

Total

*

p< .05

117

** JDC.Ol

F
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Table 3
Number of Correct Details Stated Durincf the Free Recall Phase
Cognitive

Visual

Interview

Props

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Adult
Baseline

20. 94

2 .79

20. 06

3 .62

Training

21. 44

2 .92

25.38

4 .57

Baseline

11. 62

3 .93

13 .21

3 .19

Training

14 .08

4.84

16. 50

3 .37

Child

Note.

Each subject receives both a Standard Interview during the

Baseline trial and either the Cognitive Interview or the Visual
Props Interview during the Training trial.
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance of Errors of Commission

Source

df

Age

1

4 .68*

1

1.32

1

.01

A x B

1

.27

A x C

1

.07

B x C

1

.53

A x B x C

1

.88

(A)

Trials

(B)

Training Group

(C)

S (S) / A x C

55

B x S/ A x C

55

Total

* E<-05

117

** e <*01

F
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Table 5
Errors of Commission

Cognitive

Visual

Interview

Props

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Adult
Baseline

1.00

0.82

1.00

0.82

Training

1.12

1.15

1.06

1.06

Baseline

0.62

0.65

0.43

0.51

Training

0.62

0.96

0.93

0.83

Child

Note.

Each subject receives both a Standard Interview during the

Baseline trial and either the Cognitive Interview or the Visual
Props Interview during the Training trial.
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance of Questions Answered Correctly
on the Structured Questionnaire

Source

df

Age

1

24.14**

1

8.27**

1

.68

A x B

1

.05

A x C

1

1.25

B x C

1

.05

A x B x C

1

.05

(A)

Trials

(B)

Training Group

(C)

S (S) / A x C

60

B x S/ A x C

60

Total

* p<.05

127

**

E<-01

F
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Table 7
Questions Answered Correctly on the Structured Questionnaire

Cognitive

Visual

Interview

Props

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Adult
Baseline

7 .56

1.41

8.19

1.56

Training

8 .19

1. 60

8 .81

1.87

Baseline

6.44

0.96

6.25

1.44

Training

6.88

1.59

6.88

1. 54

Child

Note.

Each subject receives both a Standard Interview during the

Baseline trial and either the Cognitive Interview or the Visual
Props Interview during the Training trial.
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Table 8
Analysis of Variance of Correct Photo Recognition

F

Source

df

Age

1

7 .34**

1

2 .67

1

1. 58

A x B

1

.43

A x C

1

1. 16

B x C

1

3.23

A x B x C

1

7.72**

(A)

Trials

(B)

Training Group

(C)

S (S) / A X C

60

B x S/ A x C

60

Total

* £<.05

127

**

£<.01
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Table 9
Percentage of Subjects Who Correctly Identified the Perpetrator
in the Photo Line-up

Cognitive

Visual

Interview

Props

Adult
Baseline

100%

75?

Training

88%

75?

Baseline

50%

88%

Training

69%

38%

Child

Note.

Each subject receives both a Standard Interview during the

Baseline trial and either the Cognitive Interview or the Visual
Props Interview during the Training trial.
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Figure Captions
Figure l . Picture cards employed in the Visual Props technique.
From "Preparing Child Witnesses for Pretrial Interviews and
Testimony" by K. J. Saywitz and V. S., August,

1989, Paper

presented at the 97th Annual Convention of the American
Psychological Association,

New Orleans,

LA.

Figure 2 . Number of correct details stated during the free recall
phase as a function of subject age, type of recall enhancement
training,

and trials.

Figure 3 . Percentage of subjects who correctly identified the
perpetrator from a photographic line-up as a function of subject
age, type of recall enhancement training,

and trials.
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